San Jacinto at 8thStreet
Just one block from historic 6 t h Street
Speakers include
!?*Circuit Judge Robert Parker,
"Lawyer of the Year ' Mac Secrest, Michael Gibson,
James DeAtley, Kerry FitzGerald, Jose Gonzalez-Falla,
Magistrate Stephen Capelle, Richard Anderson,
Bill White, Judge Harry Huhpeth,
Mike Ramsev, and many more.
7

cours'k directors: . (Buck) Files, Jr. and David Botsford

ition of $300 for TCDLA members or $375 for non-members,
due bv Seot. 16. includes course materials, breaks,
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With WesHawPRO h r Texas solos and small firms!
Now is the time to m;tke your move online. Westlaw PRO'" gva
you unlimited uszge ofwhatyou use mmt-for one low monthly rate.
With amsto far more information than in any one libmy, you'
can cover more ground in less tune. Andled theplaying field with
bigger firms!
Westlaw PRO gives you the advantages of case synopses, hesdnotes,
Key Numbers, manutate$statutes, exha~stivec~os~refetences
and
electrollic Inks to dated information. You can also add Keycite", the
powerful new citation research service. And it's all amazingly current
New to computerized research? Simple graph'i and ''plain Eugllsh"
searching make Westlaw PRO easy to use If you need help, West Gmup
RefemceA t b e y s a e a toll-fk call away, 24how a day.

TEXASLAW~ALOHCPR6DlCTMW
MONTHLY RATE!
Tacas solos and small firms can accessWestlaw" for one flat rate
mth Westlaw PRO? Take advantageof the expansive research power
of W s h v and have unlimited accm to a complete lineup of sta@
@c
databm with a flat monthly rate.
Subscribe to Westlaw PRO and yourfirst 30 days of Westlaw
charges will be wahred One-year subscription required.Subscriber
is responsibk for Plan 1 PRO charges. Some resMcti011~qply.
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President's Message

A Year of Rebuilding
A

,

little over a year ago, we discovered that our home office was out
of control. Pres~dentBotsford was
suddenly confronted wlth the hotrendoa
discovery that our financial sinladon was
m great peril due to theft and mismanagethe TCDLA office. We impkment, ut~th~n
mented a plan of reu~verythat was then
passed ohto President M o d . I am happy
to report it now appeafs chat most of those
problems are behind us. OLlr revenues are
up, CLE attendance 1s better than ever and
the staff is working as a cohesive unit.
Since President Morris devoted so much
of his term in office to correcting old problems and implementing new policies and
procedures, 1have bccn formnatc to aswme
the nrcsidencv
, at a vgood time. Now wc will
be able to move forward with improvedpmgrams and services for our members.

dlrectionof Mike G~bson.The semlnar will
explore new techtuques and solutions for
problems encountered in drunk drtvtng,
child sex abuse, narcotics, and lmmlgration
cases. The faculty wtll be made up of experienced trial lawyersand will deal solely with
practtcal suggesnons for ma1 related problems.
In March, 1998 we wlU return to Houston, where Course Directors EdwardMallett
andJim Lavine wlll put on TCDLAls sprmg
spec~altyseminar. This program will showcase speakers from around the country who
are recognized as being among the best tr~al
lawyers and forens~cexperts in the United
States.

Thc VOICE

For the last four years Bill Allrson has
Kent Alan Schaffer
worked tirelessly to fmd highquality artdes
Course, in San Antonio. We had over 525 for the VOICE. While all of our members
lawyers in attendance., making thLE the best appreciate scholarly and informatmearticles
The Mentor Committee
One of our new projects is the formation attended program we have ever had. This each month, I was shocked to see that lawof theMentor Committee. This committee program has bewme a true instihltiOUinthe yers are not lining up to write these art~cles.
will be chaired by President-Elect Mike criminal defense community and one that We need your help. Many of you who are
Heiskell and will be devoted to providing all of us can be proud of. Course Directors trying andI01 appealing cases on a regular
guidanceand assistance to our members, on Mark Daniel and Dan Hurley have already basis have some practical tips and suggestions you canshare with therest of us. Please
matters dealing with trlal preparation. begun to p h next year's event.
We will also be expanding our CLE pro- take the time to put together an article for
When one of our members calls the home
office, they will be put in touch with a com- grams this year. Each Board meeting will be the VOICE, and make it a little easier for
Bill to put together a publication that we
mittee member in their area who is one of timed to coincide with a CLE seminas.
On September 24 & 25, 1998 we will can be proud of.
our more experienced trial lawyers. The
committee member will be awlable to an- hold our Annual Federal Law Short Coume
Keeping You Informed
swer questions about any aspect of trial in Austin. Buck Files and Dand Botsford
Most of our members learn about matpreparation or the practice of criminal law, have put together an outstanding lineup of
in general. Many of our younger members speakers that include Mac Secrest, Jose ters and issues involving TCDLA through
are sole practitioners, wlth limited resources, ,Gonzalez-Falla,Gerald Goldstein, U.S. Dis- the VOICE or at our quarterly meenngs.
and often are not associated with other trict Judge H a q Hudspeth, Judge Robert Although we havehad anlntemet Web Site
criminaldefense lawyers that can help guide Parker of the 5"'Circuit Court of Appeals, in the past, the mformation was usually terthem through the battles we fight on adaily and many other federal practttioners from rlbly outdated and unmformative. Thanks
basis. This is one more way of letting our throughout the State. The luncheon speaker to David Schulman and E.X. Maam, a11 of
will be Michael Ramsey, of Houston, who that has changed. W~thinthelast few weeks,
members know they are not alone.
is well known for his string of v~ctoriesin we have had s i g d c a n t addlttons and Improvements to the web site. If you chck on
high
profile cases throughout the State.
Continuing Legal Education
www.tcdla.comyouwdl f n d that the inIn
early
December,
1998,
we
will
put
on
In June of this year, we held the 11"'
formation
is
current,
informatwe, and per%al
Skills
Course
in
Dallas,
under
the
a
Annual Rusty Duncan State Law Short

haps even helpful to your practice.
Execurive Director Suzanne Donovan
will post a regular column, keeping you informed ofany developments in theTCDLA
o&e, issum mvohring the association, or
actiom takenby the BoadofDirect~rs.You
can find out about future CLE events,pending legislation, and the names of various
combtee chairs and members. In our password pmtectedarea,wewill also have awide
v;niety of motions available that you can
download. Take the time to check out the
web site and see the fine work that David
and E.X. have done.

Events
September 2425,1998

-

L

Omni Hotel, Austin

September 2 6 1998
T&LA Board ~ e e t i n g
Au*

Eli Goldstein
Iam sad to report that on June9,1998,
Eli Goldstem, father of past-President
Gerald Goldstein, died insan Antonio. As
the'Goldsteln" of Goldstein, Goldstein, &
Hilley, Eli was one of our great supporters
and was extremely proud, not only of Gerry,
but of all of us that have devoted our lives
to the defense of others. Eli was a warm,
hd,
and often cantankerous man who was
a m e character, in the finest sense of the
word. My condolenc~go ro Gerry and his
famdy, to those of you that knew Eli, and
to those of you who will now never get to
know Eli 6'h

TCDLA Federal Law
Short Course

December 10-11,1998
TCDLA Skills Course
Hyatt, Dallas

u

December 12,1998
TCDLA Board Meeting
Dabs

.

SRVATION: Ym, your client "didit", and the evidence is clear. But..

he or she hatmed no om,and poses no t h a t to society. The minimum sentence fat exweds the &e,
want an acquittal, or at least a hung jury. What to do?

so you

ANSWER: Attead "D&uding the U&&ndableW, a 7 l/Zhour CLE seminar spoasored by m.4,the
FufhlInfowed Jury Association: how topmpare a case, your client, and the jury for a "nullitioation"verdict!*
The N u l l i f d o n Ceiw-4hcy Lord, MD, Lasveaas, NV
Nullifioah'on&&me Ethics-Clay Conrad, nouapn,m
VoirDire Strate&y-Mark Besendorfer, saa eke Cily. UT
opeming & Closing-Philip Wischkaemper, L U D ~TX~ ,
h h speaker-FlJA Founder Larry Dodge, PhD, MT
NullitiattionRelated Defemes-Rick Hagen, oenrm, m
Ggttiag the Evidence Addkd-Paul Grant, ~arkw,w
Pmuading Jurors to Nuttify-PaulLooney, H W ~m,
Ptltling tb G o m m t on Tiiiil-ppwmrm be announdl

-

WHEN: Friday, November 6,1998,8 a.m. 5'p.m.
PRICE: Until 915. TCDLA members $99; non-members 8119

After 915, TCDLA members; ?A09 norwnembers $129
Reduced rate if a student or public defender (iquie)

MEALS: Continental breakfast included: buffet lunch add $10
WHERE: ~oiidayInn DFW WES,
W. AI@ Fwy.Bedlbd, TX I(iOM
ROOMS: ~621nightto 1~16,men mou~u(amresw~tim817-2813181
Y?emlnar rndsrialsmlude 3.5" Wetfe wrsafitple b m , rnaiam, memonsnda.
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Editor's Comment

Addicted to Prison
I

've recently had an apportwniop to tevis~tthe study of addictive d l ,es.
wially a l w h o l ' i and drug addiction.
Are there parallels between chis diseasepm
cess in individualsand sociery's'kesmhgack
diction to incarcerationas amlu&mtoaul.
cia1 problems? i&k there are.
b
The disease patadigm *fora&&n
relatively new. Its m@iasdate only tw&e
1920's and d y 3& wtth a Dr. S i l k p t d
in New YE&. Tke 'rdea that wme pmpk
were '*allergid' to almhol and d
o
h
t
e
t
t mind
altering h g 5 was one prong of the breakthrough in the treatment of a1eoholism
throu&A~hoTie$h n y m o u s . The secondprotrgchatuaderl'ithemodem matmenr &wbatsnceabwe is the wncept ofa
"sl~ir'lhlsl
awakening." Thishad been noted
anecdotally bp ~ ~ l l i aJames
m and Carl
William P. Allison
Jung, before it was paired with the pathology ofdmase hy Bill Wilson and Dr. Bob defined as the repeated and/or continuous
Smith, the w-founders of the AA move- introduction of larger and larger doses of
ment. The revolutionary idea that alcohol- mind altering substances into the body to
ics were sick and that a power outside of the point of becoming harmful to the mdithemselves could make them whole again vidual. Almost all of the substances to which
has worked for millions and millions of ad- individuals bewme physically and psychodicts who, prior to the mid-1930's were of- logicallyaddicted are beneficialto individuten wr~tcenoff as 'T~opeks."
als when taken in moderation or as preHas American society m the laet quar- scribed. With the exception of a very few,
ter of the Twentieth Century bewme ad- the solution to addictive disease begins with
dicted to incarceration as a polit~callywr- a dose of personal honesty, the admission
rect narcotic solution to a broad range of that the person is powerlessover the addic.
social pmblems that prison was never in- tive substance or substances. That is foltended to address? The cmpansons are lowed by a rewgnition that personal powremarkable.
erlesswss h q led to one's l i e becoming
The Federal Sentencing Project in unmanageable. Under the traditionaltwelve
Washington, D.C., recently published sta- step approach, thevoid in life that had been
tisticsfor incarceration, bath state and fed- 'diiastrouslvfilled with alcohol and drrurs is
eral, from 1985 to the present, with a pro- now filled &omlivhg a a r e suirituallife jection for the mi~&um. From a p p r k - a life that recognizes that th; individuat's
mately 400,000 in 1985 to a projected way of hving has not worked well and that
2,000,000 in the year 2000; thesestars show a more spiritual path is necessary for sobei.
an increase of greater than400%. The un- my. There bno cure for addiction, only daily
derlying population growth for this period spiritual maintenance to avoid relapse. But
this daily spiritualmaintenanceis not nearly
is approximately 5%.
The disease of addiction can be toughly as rigorous nor as deadly as the daily main-
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tenanw required to continue using addictive substances. And as almost all recovering addicts will hanestly say, if sobriety
wasn7tbetter, they would not stay sober.
Incarcsration looks very much like an
abusive substance in the hands of a pnkie
society. There is no question that we are
using more and more of it to try to make us
feel better, or safer and tougher. The problem is thatwe are really not safer and we do
not seem to be solving societal problems.
L i e the alcoholicor drug addrct, we araresimply artificially moving ourselves away from
aplace of both real and imagined pain to a
temporary area of euphoria which is mevitably followed by another round of pain
when the euphoria wears off and another
1.
round of using to ease or dull the p11Thus,
the cause ofthe pain isnever addremd, simply covered un and tem~orarilvmasked.
Is our geometrically rising prwon population harmful! It definitely is. One of the
most obvious h a ~ n to
s society is that most
inmates will be released back into soclety,
and most will be rdeased sooner rather than
latex These, m d y men, will have rhemark
of Cain on them for purposes of employment. They have less and less marketable
skills because the overburdened prison systems, coupled with the political idea that
"coddling" criminals is not PC, means that
concspts of rehabilitation are out. They are
potentially the least employable segment of
society and it is a rapidly gtowmgsegment.
They need help on the outs~dein job and
lifeskills,insobriety,with housingand other
basic human needs. All this manslates into
monev which translates into taxes. Most
neo& wnservative and hberal. think in&e&ng taxes is harmful.
Prison, especially Texas prisons, is not
d i e b e i n g e t o war. For those who were
not violent and bitterpriot to inmeration,
a higher percent will come out with those
characteristics. Since they do not have
money, may be substance abusersand have

-

been schooled m anger and aggression, if far rightpemaslon who pushed more crimithey want or need something, they aremore nal laws, longer sentences and more prisons
likely to just take it. The result IS rising dan- as a panacea for society's problems. Howger to us as citizens. Personal danger is h m - ever, the pusher base has expanded, as any
black market will tend to do when there is
ful.
As well as the drect harm to our pocket profit to be made, mto tradittonal wnserbooks from increased taxes to support a glut vativc and now tradiuonal liberal politics.
of released prisoners, not to mention the With so many 'law and order" addicts out
fantasncsums now beingspent on the prison there, how can the pushers notrespond with
tndusuy (ah been greater than the educa- vigorous proposals to keep the dmgs of more
uon budget each year inTexas this decade), criminal laws and more prisons available in
there is the indirect harm.The statistics are ever ~ncreasingquantities. The "feel good"
not readily available on the collateral fall- society demands this narcotic to continue
out from the mcarcerationof one mdmidual, to "feel good!' In the meantime, the disbut it must parallel the collateral damage ease continues to grow and harm the body
done by one alcoholic. The stats there are politic.
And what of a solution! Is it like the
conservattvelyfive to one. Thar is for every
alcoholtc tn soctety, five persons in dtrect twelve step program for alcoholicsand drug
contact wlth that person suffer along with addicts? In a sense it is. We will alwayshave
him or her. The same IS m e of the famtly prisons, just as we will always have dmgs of
and friends of pnson inmates. Then lives, various types. The question is, can we as a
for the m&t part, are catastrophically im- society come back to a position of moderapacted. They sufferfmciallyand emonon- tion in the use of the prison drup. We have
ally. Society cares not for the inmate and tt no choice. The answer for individual addicts
cares even less for the family of the mmate. is through a program of ngorous honesty.
If, as the Federal Sentencing Project pre- They learn not to use any addictive subdicts, there wdl be 2,000,OWprisoners in stances because them disease makes it imthe year 2000; there will be wnservattvely possible to stop once the substance is intro10 millton Americans who suffer direct, col- duced into the body. Society's return to sanlateral Impact from thw. Predtctably, most ity is more difficult because we cannot quit
of these are children. That is a terrible loss. the drug entirely, we must learn to use it
Who are the dealers and pushers of responsibly. We need incarcerarlon as part
society's new drugs of choice! They are the of societal structure. But we need it on a
poltucians, from the president on down. Not very l i i t e d basis and only when it is absolong ago, it was only those politiciansof the lutely required and then only in the correct

If you haven't logged on to the TCDLA web page since
July 1do so today. We've made a number of changes in
the appearance and the way things work. Hopefully, you'll
think they're for the better.
To begin with, we've added a counter to the first page
you'll encounter, so we can start to get a handle on how
many members use the web page, and how often. Yes, I
know, counters aren't an accurate way of measuring how
many real "hits" we'll get, but it's better than nothing, and
it's certainly better than the guessing we've been doing.
Next, every page on the web site was rewritten so th'ey
would have a comfortablefamiliarity, The "members only"
section has been completely reworked,and we have already begun adding useful documents while removing Outdated ones. We've removed the unnecessary (and nonworking) posting method of filling in some ersatzform that
disappeared into cyberspace when you submitted it. If
you want to communicate with any ofus who are responsible for what you see, please send an e-mail message

doses. Political honesty, an oxymoron at
best, is the solution. Honesty is the backbone of twelve step recovery - personally
acknowledging the m e reasons for the urn
derlymgpaln that makes the addicr want to
drink and drug to move away from the pain.
Only when the underlytng sources of the
pam are addressed honestly can the individual addict move on mto a meanmgful
life.
Honesty is what allows the addict to take
t tlme. Itw what
life on life's terms for the G
will allow soclety to take back a measure of
its sanity too. It's a big order and some wdl
say it cannot be done, it's just too big. But it
must be done andsoon. We must realize that
thesepolit1c1ans are qulck f l experts-they
are skilled in the rhetoric of instant grattfication. They think they know us. We, on
the other hand, must lrve m the denitus of
then shofi term polices the mcreasing
taxes, family dismtegration, the loss of our
personal freedoms at the hand of the state
and personal danger to ourselves and our
property. We know pohtlcal honesty when
we see it, which is not often. It's not a mental thing, it's a gut thing. We feel thetr dishonesty when they propose more and more
laws to criminalize more and more behavior and insert government deeper and deeper
into our private lives at greater and greater
cost, both fiancially and personally. Can't
we just say "No." 6'A

-

(all the important addresses are listed on the site) and
we'll see what we can do to help. Finally, so you'll be
easily able to contact our leaders, we've added the names,
telephone numbers and e-mail addresses (where available) of TCDLA's officers and directors to separate pages
on the site.
Those of you who remember the old TCDLA bulletin
board know that the web site was a significant improvement. Unfortunately, the site has been underdeveloped
and wasn't designed to be (lawyer) user-friendly. All that's
behind us now. Our goal is to make the TCDLA web site
a valuable resource forTCDLAmembers. Check out hnp:l
/wwww.tcdIa.carn today. Look around. So that we can
notify you when we post anything of importance on the
TCDLA web site, send us your e-mail address.
Your suggestions will be appreciated. Let us know what
you think

David A. Schuhm

r
Director's Perspective

By Suzunne Donovan

I

t appears society's o t b favofite grbup
ro hate-The Journalists-is taking it
on the chin lately. One of the real bad
eg@ is Srqhen Glass, the NEW Republic
writer who (easn!
.- t MADE UP 10% of srories that no one in the mrrgaeineJsfact &e&mng department bathered to verify. Now
every editot around the cbunay o&nng mea
~ulpa%fotthemedtak
g1eefuUy noting G h '
next career &ice is-guea what! - to
h a lawyer.
But liars and meaiues aten't warned in
rhelegatprofcsion anymore, at least not in

..

- Pena wanrs to devote
to a public campaign to
citate the deflated image of the venerprofession while Perlmutter has pubWhy Lawyer0 (and the
seem to want to reera of kinder and gentler lawyermust be tallung about the civil
TCDLA has been on the move lately so
I'm f o d to write the news bullet-style just
to get irall in.
Kent Schafferereatedanother committee just beforewe went to press, called "Liaison withUS. Attorneys." Four Past Presidents of TCDLA, all considered leaders m
crimmal practice in theu areas, will act as
lia~sonswith the US. Attorney's m ~ e in
their districts. If a TCDLA member has a
problem with a policy or procedure in the
district, the liaison will be able to contact
the U.S. Attorney and determine if a resolution can be found, Liaisons are Gerry

d
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Goldstein in the Westm h r r t c t , Edward
Mallett in the Southern Distrmct, Scappy
Holmes in the Eastern District, and Richard A n d e ~ o in
n &Northern Dlstricr. Call
them ditecdv
vou need their assistance.
, if ,
Cynthia Hujar Orr led the effort to
file an unusual amicus brief at the Texas
Court of Criminal Appeals in the case of
Ex Purte Heny Watkins Skinner (Writ No.
20,203-03), signed by 10 past presidents of
TCDLA, including a former CCA judge.
Following the TCDLA Board's resolutmon
regarding the Court's 11.071 writ appointment procedures, adopted at the annual
meeting in June, the brief serves as an explanation of why and how the Board came
to its position. [You can find the full text of
the Skinner amtcus brief on the redesigned
TCDLA web site at www.tcdla.com.]
The request for a n amicus came from
TCDLA member Steven C. Losch, i n
Longview, who was handling seven other
active capital appeals at the time he requested an extension m Mr. Skinner's case.
The convicting court denied the extension,
holding that a heavy workload is not good
enough cause to grant an extension. Losch
appealed that ruling to the CCA, and
Cynthia mobdued the forces of TCDLA to
file the arnichs, which stated in part: ''That
unreasonabledefinitionof good cause would
virtually eliminate the availability of an
extension in almost every Art. 11.071 habeas corpus proceeding and severely exacerbate the shortage of competent counsel.
The relatively small community of overburdened lawyersin Texas who are qualified to
represent death row inmates in collateral
proceedings will reslst Art. 11.071 appointments if they know that their commitments

to indmgent clienrs mother capital cases can
never justify an extension because they
know that they cannot funct~oneffecmely
under those impossible conditions. The aspmration of providmg comperent counsel for
every applicant who needs one will be quiedy forgotten."
Good news from our friends at
NACDL, who issued a release about the
U S . Supreme Court's decision m Hohn v.
United States, No. 96-9896, which held that
actual innocence may be grounds for appeal.
NACDL filed an amicus brmef supportmg
petmtmoner Arnold Hohn, arguing the Court
has jurisdiction to review appeals court den& of post-convictmon claims where serious quesuons of innocence are at stake.
TCDLA/NACDL champion G e n t
Goldstein sent a copy of another opinion
to applaud, which he and co-counsel obtained &om Chicago Circuit Judge Danlel
Locallo, in People of the State of nlmou v.
Flores, 96 CR 4597, "The Fourth Amendment 1s NOT Dead, It Has Just Been Resting!" wr~tesGoldstein. Judge Locallo re-affirmed our Fourth Amendment right to privacy after a two-year suppression hearing m
which he also chastised the arrestmg Chicago police oficers for lying. The officers
selzed 600 pounds of marijuana, after entering the property of one of the defendans
without warrant or consent and, the Judge
ruled, without probable cause.

If you were unfortunate enough to mlss
the 11"Annual Rusty Duncan course, star
planning now to attend in June 1999. Seri
ously, folks, p u r evaluationsshow the sern
nar was a major hit. Lavtsh pralse is d

,

Cynthia Hujar Orr who, with her indefatigable assistant Loretta Sorenson, assembled
a program designed for criminal defense
practitioners. The only real.
glitch involved
some ignorant executive director who miscalculated and didn't order enough of the
"Godzilla" notebooks for the overflow
crowd. However, professional-qualityaudio
tapes of the entire program (or by day) can
still be purchased from Ed Guinn (see display ad in this issue).
There are also Search Easy disks of the
Rusty Duncan book availablefor sale, which
include every paper that was submitted on
deadline, and for which we had an electronic copy. Search Easy is a new software,
developed at the instigation of attorney Ron
Block, that permiu searches by topic of
TCDLAls entire course notebooks. S m c h
Easy almost instantly locates every reference
in the book to issues you're researching. For
just $27.50 + tax and shipping, the Rusty
Duncan materials are available on disk. We

plan to continue putting all our course materials on Search Easy disks, provided our
speakers comply with deadlines.. ..
Starting with this issue, we're presenting NACDL updates, as space permits, for
those of you who are not also members of
national. Like TCDLA, they are pushing to
increase their membership. While our goal
is to hit 2,000 by the end of this year,
NACDL wants to reach 10,000. TCDLA is
also taking steps to create additional benefits for TCDLA members, such as revamping the web site (many thanks to David
Schulrnan who is largely responsible for
this), the Mentor Committee (see Chair
Mike Heiskell's article about this new
group), and the Attorney Referral Comm~ttee (see the ad below; Randy Leavitt and
others are spearheading this work).
Mark your calendars now for the Advanced Federal Law Short Course, September 24-25 in Austin, at the Omni down-

town. (See our display ad, inside front
cover.) For $300 early registration for
TCDLA members, this is a great deal that
includes a fresh mix of speakers from
throughout Texas, a no-host reception at the
Omni Thursday night, AND a luncheon
Friday with trial attorney-extraordinaire
Mike Rarnsey. Course directors are Buck
Files and David Botsford.
Finally, NACDL reportsSenatorsfrom
both parties have re-introduced the Victims'
Rights Amendment, now called S] Res. 44.
The new version includes a right to counsel
for all victims, and of course guu the rights
of the accused. The bill remains opposed by
a broad coalition; however, the Senateludiciary Committee is maneuvering to get it
onto the Senate floor for a vote. Contact
your Senator while shelhe is in Texas during summer break and voice your opposition to this ill-considered measure.

APPLICATION FOR TCDLA REFERRALS
TCDLA receives phone calls from individuals from time t o time looking for attorneys in a particular
geographic region o r seeking legal advice on various subjects which the home office does not provide. The
Board of Directors at the June 1998 Board meeting voted t o implement a referral system from the home
office. If you wish t o be placed on the referral list, you may do so by filling out this application and sending
it to theTCDLA office. By doing so, you agree to contact the referral within 24 hours and notifyTCDLA
staff that you have done so. You are not obligated to provide advice o r take the case. You may also refer the
call& to other services or attorneys as needed. Indicate which area[s] of practice you wish t o handle.

Name
Address
City

State

Date licensed

E-mail
Board Certified in Criminal Law?
Areas:

ZIP

Yes

Prison, Parole, and Civil Rights

No
General Criminal Law

#

Geographic Area:

Statewide

Specify Counties

INTERESTED?
Please fill out this form and fax it t o theTCDLA office,
Attention Suzanne Donovan TCDLA FAX: 5 12-469-9 107
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The Board ofDirectors of the Texas Criminal Defense Lawyers Association at its June meeting adopted
the following resolution urging its members to not seek appointment to represent inmates sentenced to
death. While the Board clearly feels the ultimate decision to accept 11.071 writ appointments lies
with each individual lawyer and is a matter of persoml moral and ethical choice, it condemns the
Court of Criminal Appeals for turning the review of these cases into a "meaningless farce." The
Board also reaffirmed its commitment to assist any attorneys who do handle 11.071 writs.

Resolution

w

HEREAS, under Art. 11.071 Texas Code of Criminal Procedure, citizens sentenced to death
are afforded a right to representation of counsel if they seek relief through the remedy of Writ of
Habeas Corpus, and the Texas Court of Criminal Appeals is given the duty to appoint and reasonably
compensate counsel;

W

HEREAS, the Writ of Habeas Corpus is one of the most cherished rights in our legal system
and has provided in the past a means of righting terrible wrongs resulting from unfair and
unconstitutional proceedings in our criminal courts, (e.g. Ex Parte Clarence Brandley and E x Parte Randall
Dak Adam), the Board of Directors of the Texas Criminal Defense Lawyers Association has heretofore
encouraged the membership of TCDLA to volunteer for appointment by the Texas Court of Criminal
Appeals to represent in Writ of Habeas Corpus proceedings indigent citizens sentenced to death. The Board
took this position in response to a request by that Court for the participation of our members;

w

HEREAS, the Texas Court of Criminal Appeals has now made it clear through its actions taken
on Writs of Habeas Corpus filed pursuant to Art. 11.071 that it will not afford a citizen sentenced to
death any meaningful review, and further that it will often refuse to pay necessary investigative and other
expenses, forcing the appointed counsel to, in effect, finance the proceedings themselves;

W

HEREAS the Texas Court of Criminal Appeals has demonstrated in its decision in Ex Parte
Ricky Kerr that it believes that the duty of defense counsel in proceedings under Art. 11.071 is
discharged by doing absolutely nothing and that the execution of a citizen should then proceed;

w

HEREAS, in light of the foregoing it has become painfully apparent to the Board of Directors
of the Texas Criminal Defense Lawyers Association that its members who accept appointments under
Art. 11.071 are providing no other service but to hasten the execution of citizens sentenced to death
without any meaningful review;

W

HEREAS serious questions have arisen concerning whether it is morally correct for our
members to participate in such a meaningless farce, where their efforts simply result in the removal of
a procedural hurdle to execution, without regard to the justness of the conviction or sentence. Such concern
was strongly expressed by Past President Knox Jones shortly before his death.

T

HEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED that the Board of Directors of the Texas Criminal Defense
Lawyers Association hereby encourages its members to not seek appointment to represent, in
proceedings under Art. 11.071 Texas Code of Criminal Procedure, citizens sentenced to death, until such
time as it appears that the procedure is interpreted and applied by the Texas Court of Criminal Appeals to
provide meaningful review in death penalty cases.

T

he Board of Directors realizes that whether or not to accept these appointments involves issues of
conscience and the ultimate decision lies with each member individually. TCDLA will continue to
provide support to those lawyers who chose to accept appointmentsfiunder Art. 11.071 in the future or who
now are involved in those proceedings. This organization also reaf rms that its Lawyers Assistance Strike
Force will continue its commitment to assist criminal defense lawyers who chose not to take the
appointments.
Adopted by the Board of Directors of the Texas Criminal Defense Lawyers Association
this 6th day of June, 1998
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Letters

1 lthAnnual Rusty Duncan
Advanced Criminal L a w
Short'Course
Seminar Tapes

The following ktter was sent to the
TCDLA office by a member of the
Association who requested anonymity.

Fill out the order form below and fax to 512 452-6899
Dear Sirs:
This concerns the organizational position regarding its
role in the imposition of capital punishment. Presently attorneys
who take appointments are acting as part of the death machine. If
defense lawyers really oppose the death machine, they should stop
it; not perpetuate it. Some TCDLA members relish the idea of a
capital case, for a multitude of selfish reasons, while knowing full
well the risks they give their clients.
A couple of years ago I over-heard [one lawyer] in [a nearby
town] talking about his capital murder case where his client received
the death penalty. The lawyer said he got a lot (money) out of it
and so did his client (death). The lawyer was laughing with a law
enforcement official about it. The lawyer went on to say they (he
and the prosecutor) had no trouble finding qualified jurors. I'll bet
not! This looks like a good deal for this particular defense lawyer
he gets a lot out of it with no trouble at all!
This same lawyer told me months earlier that the judge
appointed him to the case because he (judge) knew he would not
build error into the case. The judge was right - at least not
reversible error. Am I the only one who questions the zealousness
of some capital defense attorneys! The more I learn about law the
more disgusted I become.
Defense attorneys who accept appointments to capital
cases, while knowing that they willnot be adequately compensated
while the prosecutor will be adequately compensated, and knowing
that they will not have adequate expert assistance while the
prosecutor will have adequate expert assistance, and while knowing
that their own incompetence may be excusable, are acting as part
of the death machine. The ONLY way to stop this is to cease to be
a part of it.
I believe the organizationshould commit itself either pro
or con, or alternatively that the organization should encourage its
members to take a pubic stand. That way a defendant could fire an
attorney who overtlv commitr himself to the detriment of the client.
In reading the Texas Lawyer, 1see that some attorneys for
death row inmates were ex-prosecutors and some openly support
the death penalty. Do you think it would violate TCDLA policy to
get an accurate list of those TCDLA members who oppose capital
punishment and who won't laugh about their clfent getting a death
sentence! The 6th Amendment assures our clients an effective
defense. But some are getting a lukewarm defense from some
TCDLA members.

GenVLoneStarRecording
1205 N Lamar
Austin, TX78703

Phone 512 478-3141
E-mail gemlonestar@ma]ec.com

Name

Address

Phone
la/

brne

E-mail

Please na cale lne Day rloorana S.oeclol Tapes
(luanl ll
ce casscno

( S~o.ectSpeaker

41

I To12

--

Sincerely,
ANONYMOUS

Important
Tax Notice
D u e s m Notice
Please note the following:
$36 of your annual dues ($19 if a Student
Member) is for a one-year subscription to the
Voice for the Defense, and $39 of regular
dues is for TCDLA legislative programs.
Dues to TCDLA are not deductible as a
charitable contribution but may be deducted
as an ordinary and necessary business
expense. Because of TCDLA's legislative
program, $39 of sustaining and regular
membership dues is not deductible as a

liability lnsuranc rogram for Its Members,
Through the joint efforts ~ ~ T C D L AAI,
A . and

P o l i c y Highlights

National Casualty Insurance Company

r Easy to read policy

(Rated A+15 by A.M. Best). TCDLA Members

r Unlimited prior acts coverage available

have access to outstanding coverage at

V Covers all legal and notary services

highly competitive rates.

r Up to $5.000 may be paid annually with no

deductible for defense of disciplinary
Today you can obtain numerous quotes for

proceedings

professional liability insurance. Make sure

r Innocent insured protection

one of these quotes is from your association

r Duty to defend policy

sponsored program.

r Annual Aggregate Deductible

r Insured's consent required to settle claims
TCDLA has recognized fluctuating trends in

30-day free "ExTended Reporting Period with

this area and is working hard to stabilize

options to 60 months

premiums for many years to come.
For information please reply to:

800 Interchange Blvd.. Suite 101
Austin, Texas 78721
Phone: 512/389-0623

Fax: 512/385-9632

Robert Knox Jones
Knox Jones was born in San Antonio, but raised in the Rio Grande Valley from a young age. After
graduating law school from the University of Texas, he returned to McAllen to practice law. He
practiced briefly with a very proper civil firm, but Knox was not cut out to be a proper civil lawyer.
H e soon hung out his shingle and began to pursue his bliss defending people against the government's
best efforts to take away their liberty. It was my privilege to practice with Knox for almost 20 years
beginning from when I was licensed in 1978. In that time I learned much from him about what it
means to be a defense lawyer and a true professional.

-

Knox cared passionately about his clients and about the Constitution. H e had a health y distrust for
the power of government and an irreverent attitude toward the trappings of power and authority in
general. He considered the defense of his clients to be not just a job, but a cause. H e took the time
to know his clients and acted as their protector. Knox believed it was the cause of all defense lawyers
to stand between our clients and the government, and to constantly fight the efforts of the government
to compromise our freedom in the name of law enforcement. We all know this can be an unpleasant
and lonely battle at times, and many times there is an easy way out where n o one will be the wiser.
Knox never took the easy way out, and h e was never intimidated by judge or prosecutor.
In 1974 Knox and five other south Texas lawyers were sub oenaed before a federal grand jury in
Laredo to answer questions about the source of their fees. &ey refused to provide the information
based on the principle of attorney-client privilege. Thirty minutes later they were held in contempt
by a federal district judge and incarcerated. They enlisted the services of Frank Maloney, the first
President of TCDLA, to represent them. In the Fifth Circuit they were vindicated - the contempt
order was reversed and a n important principle of attorney-client privilege was preserved. T h e fact
that we still fight these same battles 25 years later is a reminder of how much we owe to those who
came before us and the responsibility we have to those who will come after us.
Beyond his profession, Knox lived life with a passion in many areas: family, friends, music, hunting,
classic cars, dirt bikes, handball, and golf, to name a few. H e was a member of the first rock band in
the Valley in the 1950s. When his sons were younger he would stage a n elaborate pre-Christmas
party each year at which h e would make a grand entrance as Santa Claus and entertain scores of
children. The memorial service for Knox was a reflection of his life; it was attended by people from
all walks of life, from gardeners and mechanics to judges, and h e valued all of their friends ps equally.
Knox believed strongly in the mission of TCDLA and served as our President in 1986-1987. H e
continued to make his voice heard to the end. The last letter h e wrote was to the VOICE editor, Bill
Allison, complimenting Bill and President Gerry Morris for their editorials criticizing the Court of
Criminal Appeals' outrageous interpretation of art. 11.071, T.C.C.P. Knox had always been of the
opinion that we, as individuals and as an organization, should refuse to participate in the capital
punishment process.
It is one of life's ironies that Knox did not live to see TCDLA chart a new course at our annual
meeting in June. H e would have been proud of,the stand taken and the &ngs said that day.
One of the great treasures of TCDLA is our legacy of great lawyers and dedicated leaders. President
Schaffer spoke of this at the annual rheeting in announcing a new mentoring program. By remembering
this legacy, not only do we honor the memory of those, like Knox Jones, who have helped blaze the
trail, we remind ourselves of what we are about. In the end we best honor these great lawyers through
our commitment to continue to stand for those great principles we share in common with them.
Kyle B. Welch
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ometime after t h ~ hemisphere's
s
latest solstice, those judges who have
directed the course of this state's jurisprudence, who have chiseled out themomentous legal decisions of the day, and
brush-stroked the fmer points of the law,
have taken a summer vacation from their
judicial public works, and left behind their
as-yet unpublished legal creations. Those
who have inspected andstudied the Court's
masterpieces of this past year, areglad, even
relieved, perhaps wen hopeful that they
never return to release the sometimes hideous, sometimes farcical caricatures of law
unveiled to an embarrassed bar these last
12 months.
Remember in law school, how the professor would pose vanous hypothetical scenarios to test one's understanding and a p
plication of legal princ~ples
!Remember how
amoyingthat little exercise could be! Now
it's a part of Texas law, thanks to Judge
Keller's Malh opinion.
BeforeMalik, the State'sproofwas tested
against the jury charge, the real one, those
written jury insttuct~onsactually given to
real jurors. If the State had alleged a murder, but the ludge told the lury to convict
for cock-fighting, prosecutors had the unfamiliar task of lodging an objection and,
though notrequired, alerting the trial court
that his lnsttuctlons on how to convlct had
nothing remotely to do with the case at
hand. The prosecutorla1 objection permitted the State to prosecute the defendant
agarn, should the case be reversed on account of the obstrnate judge's msistence on
Instructing jurors on the wrong case. If the
prosecutor didnot object, and the jury found
an accused guilty of a cock-fighting never
proven, then the appealing defendant not
only won areversal, but an acquittal (which
is seen as a bad thing by prosecutors, and,
apparently, some judges). S o the
prosecutor's objection was a big deal, just
like the more elaborate ones defense attor-
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neys are required to make. But that was in
the pre-Malik era.
With Malik, JudgeKeUerhasspared prosecutors from the strain of saying, "objection," when jury msttucuons deviate from
their own allegations. Rather than interrupt
snoring prosecutors, Mat& lets them slumber because they don't have to worry at all
about how the jury is instructed or what
jurors are told about the State's allegations.
Those jury instructions, the ones read by
actual jurors, are now irrelevant. Only the
lrypochetical instructions matter now. And
because these ~nstructionsexist in Malik's
imaginary legal uuiverse, they are always
correct. No precedent was cited for this
magical idea, but plenty vanished, as if
Keller herself had sunply wiggled her nose
and made settled law disappear 11ke Dick
York m an embarrassingpose.
And thrs a what Mabk is - afeature of
"let's pretend law." In Malik's safe bubble,
everything is always a-okay and just super.
Forget that the judge misdirected the jury,
forget that a jury found a person guilty of
an offensenever alleged. Forget those ttoubling things, they are in the real world. You
are now In Malik-land, where convicuons
always stand because everybody employed
by the government always does everything
perfectly, and every defendant gets all the
process he is due (not real due process, silly
- virtu$ due process). In Malik-land, new
law favoring prosecutors always pops tight
up whenever h e government is feeling sad
about an appellate decision, or some enforced procedural rule startles this state's
$rosecutorial machinery and makes rt feel
msecure. For m t h ~ smake-believe place,
even whole new counhitx can appear out
of nowhere (see Brnbron discussron below),
and things like double leopardy can be
blinkedright out of existence, ifsuch is what
it takes to soothe an upset government and
put its prosecutors back to bed.
Brabson is just one example of the as-

t o n l s h g efforts Texas judges will make to
mollify assistant DA's and other governmental bureaucrats. In Bmbson, a majority
of the Court created a brand new country
(a 51'' state or a resurrected Texas Republic, it's not clear) so that collateral estoppel
wouldn't get in the way of muluple DWI
lawsuits about the same issue. Mr. Brabson
had won a probable cause Issue at a DPS
hearing, so he thought he could prevent the
State from &gating that same Issue again
in a subsequent DWI prosecution under
principles of collateral estoppel. As anyone
filing 11.071 death penalty wnt applications
knows, the State connnuously, deeply, fervently belleves in fmallty as an end in itself, that settled issues should be left alone,
and that those scarce judicial resources
should never be squandered by repeated btigation about the same damned thmg. That's
probably what Brabson htmself hgured when
he turned to a little piece of double jeopardy jurisprudence well-establ~shedenough
to be called the "docmne of collateral estoppel." But he was wrong, misguided by
the many opinions on the Issue tellmg him
to explain.
so, asthethenbm opm~onstr~ved
The Issue in both proceedings agarnst
Brabson was identical, and relltigating the
issue would certainly vlolate the collateral
estoppel doctrine, except when the parties
aredzfferent Brabsonwas certady the same
guy he was in the DPS hearing as he was m
the criminal prosecutron, perhaps a lmle
poorer, but he hadn'tchanged. That leftthe
other party, the one identified in all the
pleadings as "the State of Texas." Steerlng
clear of thisbothersomefact., wav, clear eiven
that Texas is a b ~ state,
g Judge McCormlck's
opinion Instead dispatched the anxious
reader to the only ddference which could
be found between the two praeedings: m
the fust one, DPS was the agency; theother,
lt was the DA's office. Hence (the majority's
prelude to their deslred result and often used
as asubstitute for analysis; synonymous w ~ t h

-

"presto"), the DA and DPS are two different parties! And the State gets what it
wanted: relief from a bothersome branch of
double jeopardy.
Before Brabsun, most lawyers and judges
thought that DPS and DA's were agencies
of the State of Texas. Now that we know
these two don't represent the same party,
this leaves either DA's or DPS (or both)
representingsome other sovereignty. What
exactly this other sovereignty is, the opinion does not say. Maybe those Republic of
Texas yahoos finally found a place in Texas
law, at last being implicitly recognized as
having authority over either the DA's or
DPS. Or maybe the DA's are actually agents
of some still-surviving members of the Third
Reich, stealthily propagandizing Gestapo
principles into the US. from somewhere in
South America. Think of it: all the time,
DPS has operated as the willing tool of the
Republic of Texas commandos, or the DA's
have been the collective voice of modem
fascism. Could it be true? How could we
have not known?
Brabson is laughable, as opinions go. Not
really a funny opinion, but the reader cannot help but guffaw at how the decision
strains to justify itself. It is written in the
style of a kid who, caught in the school-hall
without a pass, conjures all sorts of scenarios
wherein h ~ odminisrrarwc
s
offense appears
cxc~~r;lble.
Ihbiun's r,mon:~lcproccccls like
the poor magic show of an incompetent illusionist who can't keep his audience from
seeing his props, so he clumsily performs
some cheaper tricks as a distraction. But the
Brabson majority opinion is ultimately contemptible because the author is clearly con.
scious of the unseemly aim and purposeof
the opinion, which is to pretend that double
jeopardy principles don't apply to DWI/
ALR cases.
While double jeopardy was being rewritten out of the law, so, too, were the remaining privileges which the citizenrystill thinks
it enjoys. In Henderson, the attomey-client
privilege was placed within the purview of
a judicial favorite- the all-purpose, rigged
"balancing test" where the rights of a bad
person (the defendant) are "weighed"
against the rights of all the rest of the good
people "society"). It's always a cliff-hanger
opinion where that handy test is employed
to decide something. The Hardy opinion
kept its reader in nail-biting suspense as the
privacy interests of the hospitalpatient were
carefully balanced against the tights of society (as represented by any prosecutor) regarding the patient's blood-test results. Back
and forth the scales tipped, when at last it

settled on the side of the scale marked "the
DWI exception," which regularly appears
upon any enforced constitutional right, such
as in Brabson, where it somehow attached
itself to the double jeopardy clause like a
parasite. There's nothing like the 01' balancing test to justify a government's expansion of power and shrink the rights of the
individual.
And then there's the Johnson opinion,
where the Court made indecency with a
child a strict liability offense. The defendant in that case sought to show that tie
didn't know that his lover was under 17: he
thought she was at least 17, but the Court
held that it just doesn't matter whether he
was genuinely fooled by the girl. It doesn't
matter that the girl affirmatively misrepresented her age and she really did appear to
be, as a patient man might put it, "of age."
Duped lovers must register as sex offenders
for the rest of their lives. If only indecency
with the law were a punishable offense.
While the Court was chewing up appellants and defendants on the front end, the
Court was blasting writ applicants out of
Texas at the back end to a federal judiciary
not thrilled to see them and with new laws
to avoid addressing their claims. People who
were convicted in witch-hunt sex offense
trials got no relief, no matter how compelling their proof of innocence. And those on
death row get less. The Court has all but
officially suspended the writ in this state, at
about the same time that Congress gutted
the federal writ. Being treated so badly, it is
hard to believe that the "Great Writ" is gum
anteed in our constitutions.
The Court's disdain of writ applications
and death penalty applicants is a major
source of defense bar's dissatisfaction with
the whole process. When every claim is met
with a cookie-cutter opinion dispatching
every applicant, it hardly appears worth the
judicial effort to write decisions. With postconviction jurisprudence rendered so sterile, the advocate becomes hard-pressed to
believe that his work has any meaning. And
when the Court tried to enlist the defense
bar in its "one-size-firs-all" policy for counsel to do his job,it heaped insult onto despair, creating a not unexpected reaction.
The defense bar simply refused to submit,
graciously or otherwise, to aprocess of simulated due process and standards that are not
even close to government work. And
Promisekeepers, the Court is not.
Unkept government promises, judicial
opinions bending and twisting settled law
to please prosecutors, statutes unfollowedit has been as if the whole of government

revolted against the rule of law itself. But in
the midst of the anarchy, the principle that
we are anationof laws and a civilizedpeople
suddenly emerges again and reasserts itself.
The Supreme Court ended its term by turning down Kenneth Starr's invitation to
carve up the attorney-client privilege. But
the Court did more: it implicitly reaffirmed
the centrality of what we as defense attorneys do and our role in the legal system.
When the oldest privilege known to AngloAmerican law gets vindicated by the
Rehnquist Court, it is some proof that the
law is resilient and can triumph, even under the most inhospitable conditions.
While it is a slow process, Starr is revealing to America what is wrong with criminal procedure and how unfair it can be.
Starr's transformation of the grand jury process i n t o his own private clinic for
ptosecutorial proctology not only continues
to disgust lawyers, scholars and judges everywhere, but maybe even Bubba is getting
a bit edgy about the prospect of having a
Ken Starr crawling up his leg to sniff out a
crime, or at least uncover a transgression of
some sort. By watching self-anointed investigators of virtue like Stan; maybe people
can understand why a government of limited powers benefits them personally and
socially in ways they might not otherwise
appreciate.
But the most hopeful (or at least more
satisfying) summertime advent was the commutation of Henry Lee Lucas' death sentence. The Board of Continued Punishment
& Imprisonments and the Governor decided that the State shouldn't execute somebody who is probably innocent, at least
when two attorneys general say so and the
press is well-aware of the hoax and the details of the case. Not exactly profiles in courage, but it's a start. And despite DA Ken
Anderson's reassurances to the revenge<
seekers that it is a good thing to kill had
people no matter what, this minor-key Starr
(the other Ken) ultimately failed to muster
enthusiasm from the vigilante crowd and
lost the political fight over Lucas' fate.
Somewhere in that authoritarian fiefdom
known as Williamson County, you can hear
the whimpering of a resentful inquisitor,
decrying the mob that has deserted him.
Gonna be a long, hot summer there.

PER CURIAM
is a new, ivegulnr
opporruniq in the VOICE for
TCDLA members to exprar their
per curiam opinions about various
court opimons
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This ortide was ong,naliy prepared by
the author for the 1998 Constructton
Low Conference,sponsored by the
Construction Law Secuon of the State
Bar ofTexas and the Twos instmte of
Contrnurng Legal Educatron

Introduction

:.'

Crime pervades our lives. It dominates
the news. It is the main staple of political
discussion. It is the drivingforce behind new
legislation in Washington and in Austin.
Lawyers in all types of specialties must
now have at least a basic familiarity with
criminal law. It is no longer possible to sit
behind a desk in a "white shoe" law firm
and pretend that crime is someone else's
problem.
There are a number of state and federal
crimmal laws that affect the construction
industry, some new and same old. The purpose of t h ~ as r t d e is to provide a br~efovernew of state c r m a l laws and some of the
ethical consideratrons m handling crimmal
cases. This paper 1s not mtended to be a
comprehensive analysis of the entire body
of criminal laws that mght apply to the
construction industry.

Recent State Legislation
Constmction Accounts
The last Legislature amended the Property Code to requlre a contractor who enters Into a written contract for nnprovements to a residential homestead of an
amount of more than $5,000 to deposit trust
funds received from the owner into a "construction account" at a fimcidl mnstlrution.
TEX. PKOP. CODE ANN. $162.006. In a

By Robert N. Udashen

"cost plus a fee" constructton contract for
funds amounting to $500 or more in
rmprovement of real property entered mto
violation of this chapter, with intent
before commencement of wnsnuction, the
to defraud, commits a felony of the
fee paid to the contractor 1s not constdered
third degree.
trust funds. TEX. PROP. CODE ANN.
(c) A trustee who fails to establish
$162.001. The costs, therefore, are trust
or maintain a constructionaccount in
funds. The beneficiaries of those trust funds
violation of Section 162.006 or fails
are those persons who provide labor or mato establish or maintain an account
terial for the construction contract. TEX.
record for the construction account
PROP. CODE ANN. 9162.003.
inviolation of Section 162.007 comA contractor who is required to estabmits a Class A misdemeanor.
hsh a wnsrmctlon escrow account is required to maintain certain information re"Intent to defraud" is defined by Sectton
gatdmg the account including the source 162.005 of the Property Code as follows:
and amount of the funds and deposits; the
date, amount, and reclplents of disburse(1)A trustee acts with "intent to
ments; the current balance; and a breakdefraud" when the trustee:
down of "d~rectcosts" (costs that are spe(A)retains, uses, disburses, or dicrfic to the construction of the improveverts trust funds with the intent to
ments) and "indirect costs" (costs included
deprive the beneficiaries of the trust
under a constructlon contract that are not
funds;
specific to the construction of the improve(B)rerains, uses, disburses, or diments). In addition, the contractor must
verts trust funds and fails to establish
retain all invoices and other supporting
or maintain a construction account as
documentation relating to d~sbursements.
required by Section 162.006 or fails
TEX.PROP. CODE ANN. $162.007. Fadto establish or maintain an account
ure to establish or maintain a construction
record for the construction account
account, including the record-keeping reas required by Section 162.007; or
quirements, constitutes at least a Class A
(C)uses, disburses, or diverts trust
misdemeanor and can, d done w ~ t hintent
funds that were paid to the trustee in
to defraud, become a third degree felony.
reliance on an affidavit furnished by
TEX.PROP. CODE ANN. 5 162.032., Secthe trustee under Section 53.085 ifthe
hon 162.032, the statute that establishes the
affidavit contains false information
crimmalpenaltles associated with the hanrelating to the trustee's payment of
dling of trust funds, reads as follows:
current or past due obligations.
(a) A trustee who misapplies trust
funds amounting to $500 or more in
v~olationof this chapter commits a
Class A misdemeanor.
(b) A trustee who misapplies trust

e s " funds if he
A trustee " m ~ s a ~ ~ l itrust

. . . intentronally or knowmgly or
with intent to defraud, directly or indirectly retains, uses, disburses, or oth-

w i s e diverts trust f u n d s d o u t first
fully paying all current or past due
obligations mcurred by the m t e e to
the beneficiaries of the trust funds. . .
EX.PROP.CODE ANN.P162.031(A).

(B)is not created by implied or
(probation) underares theseriousnesswith
elEpRss
consent or agreement of the
which the Legislature viewed this offense.
debtoz or the owner of the
obligor,
In fact, the Legislature further emphasized
real
or
personal
property or an interthe senowness of filing false or misleading
est
in
the
real
or
personal property, if
affidavits by mcluding false or misleading
required under the laws of this state,
afftdavitsprw~dedunder Section 53.085 of
It IS an affirmative defense to criminal the Property Code m the definition of "inor by implted or express consent or
prosecutionfor misapplying trust funds that tent to defraud" m Sectron 162.005 of the
agreement of an agent, fiduciary, or
the trustee used the trust funds to pay ac- Property Code. Thus, if trust funds thatwere
other representatweof that person; or
tual expenses related to the project or that paid m reliance on afalse or misleading af(C)is not an equitable, consttucthe funds were retained by the trustee after frdavrt am improperly diverted by acontractive, or other lien imposed by a court
notice to the beneficiary of the funds be- tor, the contractor may be prosecuted for a
with jurrsdtction created or estabcause of the trustee's reasonable belref that third degree felony. See, TEX,PROP. CODE
lished under the constitution or laws
the beneficiary is not entitled to the funds. ANN. $162.032(b),
of this state or of the Untted States.
TEX. PROP. CODE ANN. Sl62.O3l(b). It
'EX GOVT.CODE ANN P51.901(C)(2).
Even wrthout a request from the puris also anaffmative defense that the trustee chaser, a contractor of improvements unpaid the beneficiaxy all trust funds to which der aresidentialconstructioncontractmust
The placing of a fraudulent lien against
he is entitled withim 30 days of receivmg provide to the owner or the lender, if the real or personal property can give nse to
written notice of the filing of a cruninal im~rovementsare financed with a constnrc- criminal liability m the followrng manner:
complaint. TEX. PROP. CODE ANN. tion loan, a signed, penodic statement list0162.031(c).
(a)Aperson commtts an offense if,
ing bills andexpensesthat have been or will
be aid. TEX. PROP. CODE ANN,
with
. intent to defraud Or harm anOther* the person:
Construction Affidavits and
853:258(a) and (b). The contracto~~s
state(l)owns, holds, or is the benefistatements
ment can give rise to crimmal penalties rf
ciary
of a purported hen or clam asA contractor who furnisheslabor or ma- the contractor!
serted
agarnst real or personal propterialsfor the construction of improvements
erty
or
an interest in real or personal
2on real property and sellers of real property
must, on demand of the purchaser, provlde
an affidavit statmg that all subcontractors
emment Code; and
who provided labor and/or material on the
(2)not later than the 21st day afproject have been paid in full. TEX. PROP.
ter the date of receipt of actusl or writCODE ANN. 053.085(a)and (b), If allsuch
ten notrce sent by either certified or
subcontractors have not been pard, the affiregistered
mail, return receipt redavit should identify the amounts owed and
quested,
to
the person's l a . known
the name, address, and telephone number
address,
or
by
telephonic document
:. of each person to whom payment is owed.
transfer
to
the
recipient's current
'Id The &davit may include a warranty that
telecoprer number, requestingthe excertain bills will be paid from fun& delivecution of a release of the fraudulent
ered to the &ant in reliance on the affidalien or claim, refuses to execute the
intentionally, knowingly, or
at.Id. at (c)(2). Cnminalpenalties attach
release
on the request of:
reddessly makes a false or misleading
to false and misleading statements in such
(A)the
obligor or debtor; or
statement in an affidavit under this
affidavits as follows:
(B)any
person who owns any insection. An offense under this section
terest
in
the
real or personal property
is a misdemeanor. A person adjudged
A person, includmg a seller, comdescribed
in
the document or instruguilty
of
an
offense
under
this
section
mits an offense if the person intenment that is the basis for the hen or
shall be punished by a fine not to extionally, knowingly, or recklessly
claim.
ceed $4,000 or confmementin jail for
makes a false or misleading statement
(b)Aperson who fails to execute a
a term not ro exceed one year or both
in an &davit under this section. An
release
of the purported lten or claim
a fine and confinement A person may
offense under chis section is a misdewithin
the
period prescribed by Subnot receive cqmmunity supervision
meanor, A person adjudged guilty of
section
(a)(2)
is presumed to have had
for
the
offense.
Id
at
(c).
an offense under thiis section shall be
intent
toharm
or defraud another.
the
punished by a fine not to exceed
M
A
n
offense
under
this section
Fraudulent
Liens
$4,000 or confinement in jail for a
is
a
Class
A
misdemeanor.
A
document
purporting
to
create
a
lien
term not to exceed one year or both a
TEX.PENAL CODE ANN.032.49.
against real or personal property is prmmed
fine and confinement. A person may
to be fraudulent if it
not receive community supervision
Tried and True Legislation
for the offense. Id at (d).
In addition to the recent legislation de(A)is not a document or instruscribed above, there are a number of ''old"
ment provided for by the constmtion
The prohibition ofplacing apetson who
crinunal laws that have potential apphcaor laws of this state or of the United
is convicted of providing a false ormisleadtion to the construction industry. It is there.
States;
ing affidavit on community supervision

.

...
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The offense of securing execution of a
document by deception can be anything
from a Class C misdemeanor up to a ftrst
Securing Execution of Document
degree felony dependmgon the value of the
by Deception
propew, service or pecuniary mterest inNo doubt good business ethics require volved. TEX. PENAL CODE ANN.
contractors to be honest with their custom- $32.46(b).
ers. On the rme occasion when a conuactor obtams a check or signature on a con- Commercial Bribery
tract by being less than forthright, he runs
The competition to obtain construction
the risk of not only being slapped down by contracts is often fierce. Sometimes a conthe Better Business Bureau, but of being tractor is tempted to "smooth the wayn tocriminally prosecuted. This is because
ward the acceptance of his bid, Such apractice is very risky. This is because a person
(a) A person commits an offense
commits a state jail felony if he ''offers, conif, with intent to defraud or harm any
fers, or agrees to confer any benefit" on a
person, he, by deception:
"fiducmy" with the "understandingthat the
(1) causes another to sign or exbenefit will influence the conduct of the fiecute any document affecting propduciary in relatlon to the affairs of hls benerty or semce or the pecuniaty intereficiary." TEX. PENAL CODE ANN.
est of any person; . . .
532.43(c).
TEX. PENAL CODE ANN. $32.46(A).
A "fiduciaiy" is
"Deception" is defined by the PenalCode
(A) an agent or employee;
as follows:
(B) a trustee, guardian, custodian,
(A) creating or confirming by
words or conduct a false impression
of law or fact that is likely to affect
the judgment of another in the uansaction, and that the actor does not
believe to be true;
(B) failing to correct a false im-ion
of law or fact that is likely to
affect the judgment of another in the
uansacuon, that the actor previously
created or confirmed by words or conduct, and that the actor does not now
believe to be true;
(C)pteventing another from a o
quiring information likely to affecthis
judgment m the transaction;
administrator, executor, conservatot,
(D)selling or otherwise uansferreceiver, or smilar fiduciary;
ring or encumbering property without
(C) a lawyer, physician, accoundisclosmga lien, security interest, adtant, appraiser, or other professional
verse chin, or other legal impedunent
advisor; or
to the enjoyment of the property,
(D) an officer, director, partner,
whether the lien, security mterest,
manager, or other participant in the
clahn,or unpedment is or isnotvalid,
direction of the affairs of a corporaor is not a matter of official record; or
tion or assoctation.
(E)promising performance that is
TEX.PENAL CODE ANN. 932.43(2).
l i l y to affect the judgment of an,
other in the transaction and that the
A "beneficiary" is a person for
actor does not intend to perform or ,
whom a fiduciary is acting. TM.
PEknows wtll not be performed, except
NAL CODE ANN. 632.43(a)(l).
that failure to perform the promffie in
issue without other evidence of intent
Thines N o t to Do
or knowledge is not sufficient proof
An
all
too
common reaction when a perthat the actor did not intend to person
hears
that
he is under criminal investiform or knew the promise would not
gation is to "get rid of the evidence" or atbe performed.
tempt to persuade the complainant to "drop
TEX. PENALCODEANN. 831.01(1).
fore important to have at least a basic familiarity with those laws.

-
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the charges." Such reactions are fraught
with danger. A person can quickly turn one
charge into two by approachtng the complainant in a criminal case. Besides, once a
crime is reported, the complainant cannot
"drop the charges" without the agreement
of the prosecuting attorney.

Obstruction of Justice
If a person knows that a n investtgation
or official proceeding is pendtng or in
progresshe commits a thud degree felony if
he
(1) alters, desuoys, or conceals a n y
record, document, or thing with intent to unpair its verity, legibility, or
availability as evidence in the investigation or o f f ~ i aproceeding;
l
or
(2) makes, presents, or uses any
record, document, or thing with
knowledge of its falsity and mth intent to affect the course or outcome
of the investigation or official proceedii.
TEX.PENAL CODE ANN. 937.09(A).
A person also commits an off-

if he

(1) knomng that an offense has
been committed, alters, desuoys, or
conceals any record, document, or
thing with intent to impair its verity,
legtbility, or availability as evidence
in any subsequent investigation of or
official proceeding related to the offense.
TEX PENAL CODE ANN. 937.09(D)
Just as a person may not tamper wlth
evidence, a person may not, wuh mtent to
influence the witness, offer, confer, or agree
to confer any benefit on a wzmess or prospective wlmess in an official proceedmg or
coerce a witness or prospective wimess m
an official proceedmg
(1)to testify falsely;
(2)to withhold any testimony, iformation, document, or thmg;
(3)to elude legal process summoning him to testify or supply evidence;
(4)to absent hmself from an officialproceediig to which he has been
legally summoned; or
(5)to abstain from, discontinue,or
delay the prosecution of another
TEX. PENAL CODE ANN. m . a 5 ( ~ 1 .

nffi
offense is a

felony. TEX.

PENAL CODE ANN. §yjO.j(d).
It is a defense to prosecution under num-

ber 5 above that the benefit was
(1)reasonable restitution for damages suffered by the complaining witness as a result of the offense; and
(2)a result of an agreement negotiated with the assistance or acquiescence of an attorney for the state who
represented the state in the case.
TEX PENAL CODE ANN. 836.05(C).

An even more serious offense is intentionally or knowingly harming or threatening to harm another by an unlawful act
(1)in retaliation for or on account
of the service or status of another as
a:
(A)public servant, witness, prospective wimess, or informant; or
(B)~erson
who has reported or who
the actor knows intends to report the
occurrence of a crime; or
(2)to prevent or delay the senrice
of another as a:
(A)public servant, witness, prospective witness, or informant; or
(B)person who has reported or who
the actor knows intends to report the
occurrence of a crime.
E X . PENALCODE ANN. 836.06(A).

This offense is a third degree felony.
TEX. PENAL CODE ANN. 536.06(c).

.
'

Criminal Slander
It is not unheard of for a contractor to
be turned down for a loan. This may make
the contractor angry if he feels the bank
acted unfairly. It may even prompt derogatory comments about the lending institution. The contractor should be careful with
what he says, however, because
(a)A person commits an offense if
the person, with intent to injure a n
association or a federal association in
this state:
(l)knowinglymakes, utters, circulates, or transmits to another person
a statement that is untrue and deroga.
tory to the financial condition of the
association or federal association; or
(2)counsels, aids, procures, or induces another person to originate,
make, utter, transmit, or circulate a
statement or rumor that is untrue and
derogatory to the financial condition
of the association or federal association.
TEX. FINANCECODE ANN. 589.101(1)
and (2).

This offense is punishable by a fine of up
to $2,500 and/or imprisonment of up to two
years. TEX. FINANCE CODE ANN.
$89.101(b).
False Statement to Obtain Credit
Instead of criticizing the bank that turned
him down for a loan, the contractor may
react by applying elsewhere for a loan, this
time making a false statement in the loan
application. This is certainly not the way
to go. This is because
A person commits an offense if he
intentionally or knowingly makes a
materially false or misleading written
statement to obtain property or credit
for himself or another.
E X . PENAL CODE ANN. 832.3XB).

This offense is a Class A misdemeanor.'

The Ethics of Advising
"Criminals"
There are a number of ethical rules that
a lawyer must keep in mind when advising
clients about criminal conduct, potential or
otherwise. For example, Rule 1.02(c) of the
Texas Disciplinary Rules of Professional
Conduct admonishes that
A lawyer shall not assist or counsel a client to engage in conduct that
the lawyer knows is criminal or
fraudulent. A lawyer may discuss the
legal consequences of any proposed
course of conduct with a client and
may counsel and represent a client in
connection with the making of a good
faith effort to determine the validity,
scope, meaning or application of the
law.
Rule 1.02(d) directs that
When a lawyer has confidential information clearly establishing that a
client is likely to commit a criminal
or fraudulent act that is likely to result in substatitial injury to the financial interests or property of another,
, the lawyer shall promptly make reasonable efforts under the circumstances to dissuade the client from
committing the crime or fraud.
Finally, Rule l.OZ(e) mandates that
When alawyer has confidential information clearly establishing that the

lawyer's client has committed a criminal or fraudulent act in the commission of which the lawyer's services
have bemused, the lawyer shall make
reasonable efforts under the circumstances to persuade the client to take
corrective action.
Commentary number 7 to Rule 1.02 provides that
A lawyer is required to give an
honest opinion about the actual consequences that appear likely to result
from a client's conduct. The fact that
a client uses advice in a course of action that is criminal or fraudulent
does not, of itself, make a lawyer a
party to the course of action. However, a lawyer may not knowingly assist a client in criminal or fraudulent
conduct. There is a critical distinction between presenting an analysis
of legal aspects of questionable conduct and recommending the means
by which a crime or fraud might be
committed with impunity.
Commentary number 8 to Rule 1.02
states that
When a client's course of action
has already begun and is continuing,
the lawyer's responsibility is especially
delicate. The lawyer may not reveal
the client's wrongdoing, except as
permitted or required by Rule 1.05.
However, the lawyer also must avoid
furthering the client's unlawful purpose, for example, by suggesting how
it might be conceal'ed. A lawyer may
not continue assisting a client in conduct that the lawyer originally supposes is legally proper but then discovers is criminal or fraudulent.
Withdrawal from the representation,
therefore, may be required. See Rule
l.l5(a)(l).
Rule 1.15(a)(1) referred to in the commentary requires a lawyer to withdraw from
representation of a client if the representation will result in a violation of the law.
It should be obvious that the ethical
rules governing advice concerning criminal law matters dovetails with the obstruction of justice criminal statutes. By giving
ethical advice a lawyer will avoid subjecting himself to criminal liability. See, e.g.
Clarku. Stare, 261 S.W.2d339, cert. denied
Continued on page 46
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TCDLA's
Mentoring Program
"Alone we can do so little.
Together we can do so much.''
Helen Keller

w

hen TCDLA President Kent Schaffer called a few 25 14, identify him or herself and geographic area. Out staff
weeks ago to ask if I would chair the Mentor Corn will record your name, address and hone number and indimittee, a new TCDLA committee formed by cate that a mentor willbe in communication with YOU within
Schaffer, I began to reflect on the great influence mentors 48 hours. In the meantime, our staff will identify those menhave had, and still have, on tpy career. We more mature law- tors within the respective district and initially determine
yers, perhaps, can fondly recall a person (or persons) who which of the mentors is geographically in close proximity to
gladly provided their opinion and assistance to aid us in for- the participant. If more than one mentor is available in this
mulating techniques and strategies as we toiled on the front- respect, then, on a rotating basis, a mentor will be assigned.
line of litigation the criminal law practice.
Staff will also fax or mail to the participant a Disclaimer and
It is for the client's sake that a lawyer is obligated to be Release to be executed by the participant. This form will
well prepared, and just as important, to present a well-pre- have the assigned mentor's name, address and hone numpared defense forcefully and effectively. How
ber on it as well. The participant is to
promptly fax or mail an executed copy to
many times have we known attorneys (perhaps ourselves at times) who came to court
the home office, as well as provide a copy
with a beautiful, well reasoned theory of deto the mentor. It will then be left to the
fense in their briefcase and left with it still
judgment and discretion of the mentor
in their briefcase. Because of this and many
and participant regarding how often they
other travesties that occur due
communicate and meet. Amentor should
perienced, un-mentored
have no more than three participants at
mittee now exists to
a time in order to control the process.
tutelage to those in need.
Also, the mentors and participants in
The participants who request a mentor
their respective areas may decide to hold
L. CliffardDavir, E S ~ .
need not only be
regular group meetings to discuss topics
anyone who feels that they need such assiscommon to the participants. In this mantance in developing and enhancing their
ner mentors can assist each other in procriminal law practice skills. The Mentor
viding options, suggestions and answers
Committee is currently composed of 43 experienced in&- to the problems. Bear in mind that the mentor's comments,
viduals from the eight geographic districts, that comprise advice and suggestions is not legal or professional advice to
TCDLA. These persons have volunteered their time and ser- the participant or the participant's clients, but is offered genvice over the next year to serve as mentors to those partici- erally as an aid. (See Disclaimer and Release form.)
pants in need. The committee members and their respective
The State Bar of Texas began its mentoring program in
districtsare found at the conclusions of this article. (See page 1994 and from all accounts, it has been a success. Don Jones,
23.) After this program is implemented we may discover that the director of the State Bar program and Linda John, his
more mentors are needed. Some of you have already con- assistant, have offered to assist whenneeded in our endeavor
tacted me to volunteer. I do remember 6 h o you are and will to enhance the skills and professionalismof the criminal decall on you as needed. Our current mentors are experienced fense bar.
attorneys who we feel are good at listening. These persons
We are hopeful that the Mentor Committee will become
can also facilitate the development of criminal practice skills a bulwark of TCDLA as we strive to seek the accomplishthrough their keen sense of professionalism.
ment of our purpose of promoting justice and the common
Here is how we envision it working: Those who feel in
need of a mentor should call our home office (512) 478-

-

,,

Michael P. Heiskell

Mentor Committee

District I
Bill Wischkaemper
Chuck Lanehart
Daniel Hurley
Jeff Blackburn

District 6

-

Michael Heiskell Chair

KyleWelch
Sheldon Weisfeld
Bill May

District 4
Clifton L. Holmes
Odis Hill
Barney Sawyer

District 2
Michael R Gibson
Dolph Quijano,Jr.
Charles Roberts
David Zavoda

District 7
CynthCa Orr
Michael Bernard
George Schannen
Alan Brown
John Convery

District 5
Stanley Schneider
David Cunningham
M. Bruce Fort
David Walkw
David Gerger
Marjorie Meyers
RobenTurner
Jim Lavine
Wayne Hill
Robert Jones
Troy McKinney

District 3
Barry Sorrels
jack Strickland
Randy Wilson
Jeff Kearney
Mark Daniel
Richard Anderson
Craig Jett

District 8
Carolyn Denem
Bennie Ray
David Schulman
S t u a r t Kinard
William A.White
Randy Leavitr

TEXAS CRMINAL DEFENSE LAWYERS ASSOCIATION
MENTOR PROGRAM DISCLAIMER & RELEASE
That I,
, a a paaidpant in a grow sponsored by the T& Criminal Defense Lawyers Association of Texas,
understand that any mentor inb-ti&
and/or advice received in the course of my mencorshiip is to guide me in my criminal law
practice as an educational tesource and to discuss issues confronted in the practice of criminal law,including but not limited toattorney/
' client communications, plea negotiations, trial tactics afld techniques, prokionalism and legal ethics. I understand that these are
general discurnions and I can in no way rely upon the advice and/or statemenrs of my mentor or other participants in the menror
program. I understand that al&u& the mentor is engaged in the practice of criminal law, that the mentor is nor rendering
or
. legal
&ofessional advice to me or to anybfmy c l i e n ~through me.
THE INFORMATION I RECEIVE IN THE COURSE OF MY MENTORSHIP WILL NOT BE RELIED W O N BY
ME AS A SUBSTITUTE FOR MY OWN lUDGMENT OR LEGAL OPINIONS, AND I UNDERSTAND THAT THE
OPINIONS OR STATEMENTSOF THE MENTOR ARE NOT A SUBSTITUTEFORMY OWN OPINION OR INDEPENDENT RESEARCH.
I also understand that neither the Texas Criminal Defense Lawyers Association nor any mentor or participant warrant.; thsc
any lnformation that they share, d d g e or give to me is suitable for any atea of my practide other than to aid me in improving my
cnminal law practice sk~lls.
I understand that neither The Tevas Cruninal Defense Lawyers Association nor the mentor or any participant in the mentor
program warrants or represents that any infomtion or advice they may give me can be relied upon by me inmy criminal law practice
but serves as an aid or guide in inisting me in developing crimpanal law practice skills.

:.

Date

Participant's Name
<

Partkipants pl&asemake copy for our file and mail or fax executed formto:
TCDLA, 600 West 13 Street, Austin, Texas 78701 (fax no. 512-469-9107)
Also, provide a wpy to your mentot.
For

Use Only:

Mentor Assigned

Address

Ph. No.
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e had just spent some two million dollars of the tax
payers money and failed u,win a conviction on any
count against any of the five defendants in a case
widely perceived as a slam-dunk for the feds but even in the
heat and humidity of a late May afternoon, prosecutor Mike
Attanasio was not going to let them see him sweat. Standing
ramrod-straight before an armada of television cameras and
microphones, Ananasio, without a trace of irony, praised the
jurors who were unwilling to convict former Houston city
councilman BenReyes, who was videotaped stuffii $50,000
into a satchel, current city councilman Michael Yarbrough,
who admitted that he had not bothered to file income tax
returns for the years he was a member of city council, and
former Houston Port Cammissioner Betty Maldonado, who
giggled impishly on videotape as she described to an FBI un*
dercover dormant what the term "conspiracy" meant.
Attanasio, who had elected not to be a part of the daily
post-mortem with the TV talking heads and saved hi words
for the courtroom, vowed to retry all the defendants on all
counts when the case cranked back up in mid-September.
As he ducked back into the federal building flanked by cocounsel John Scott, whom the defense team had deridingly
referred to as Thursron Howell the Third, and FBI case agent
Ron Stem, the cop who had slapped the cuffs on Marion
Berry and orchestrated the Government's ill-fated sting operatlon, Attanasio wasno doubt wondering what type of sdver bullet it would take to bring down the City Hall Five.
What had gone wrong for the feds? Why had their seemingly fail-safe case gone south? And did the feds have any
real shot at convincing a second jury to do what the first jury
was unable or unwdling to do?
The first and perhaps fatal prosecution mmtep was the
"Julio factor." Julio was Julio Molmeiro, the FBI informant
who was the feds' pivotal witness, who allegedly convinced
the defendants to take or give bribes in an attempt to influence the awarding of a contract for a convention center hotel to be built in downtown Houston. Moline~ro,a charmtng
rogue who was as talented a snitch as anyone who had come
down the pike m a long- time, was the star of the Government's
production, responsiblefor recording hours and hours of conversatians wlth the defendants: Reyes, Maldonado,
Yarbrough, current city counc~lmanJohn Castillo (a Reyes
protQE), former city councilman JudgeJohn Peavy, and Ross
AIlyn, a lobbyist and the only defendant who was white.
What the fed5 erther didn't know or didn't want to know
was that Juho had committed more felonies than the Dallas
Cowboys. You name it, Julio did it. Embezzlement, theft, drugdealmg, robbery. Julio had even been kicked out of the DEA
as a snitch, which is like being kicked out of a Guns and
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Roses concert-you really have to do some bad stuff. Trial
testimony revealed that Julio stole money and drugs from
suspected drug dealers and then lied about it to DEA agents,
snorted more cocaine than Charlie Sheen and Robert
Downey, Jr. on a three-day b i ,and endangered the lives
of DEA agents by blowing their cover. Julio had also been
cashiered as an informant for the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, and Firearms after he was accused of entrapping defendants. It did not take Ken Stan to see that with Julio as
the focal point of their case, the feds had handed the defense
team a bonanza who would serve as a punching bag
from opening statements through final arguments.
From what jurors said afterwards,
the feds' fate was sealed when the
decision was made to employ
Julio as their star witness. With
all the Spanish-speaking undercover agents the FBI no
doubt had available to it,
why did it use Julio?
While
prosecutor
Attanasio told jurors
during final argument
that prosecutors have
to employ rogues like
Julio to catch crooked
politicians, that dog
won't hunt. If the FBI
can infiltrate terrorist
cells, spy rings, and
drug cartels, then getting an undercover agent
next t o Ben Reyes and
rn
Betty Maldonado should
have been a walk in the park.
After all, if there was any lesson at all to be learned from the
O.J. Simpson debacle, it was that if
the messenger is suspect, so is the message the prosecution wants to send. It was no
coincidence that the defense team hammered this
very point home to lurors dunng final argument.
The prosecution compounded this monumental blunder
early on when FBI case agentRon Stem refused to acknowledge that the FBI had notthoroughly investigatedJul~o'sback,
ground before tt used him as an infonnant. Stem sat on rhc
witness stand for a full day being beaten about the head and
shoulders by Mike Ramsey, Reyes' counsel, and refused to

.

--

fess up that even though he was Julio's sponsor he was unaware of his prize snitch's checkered past. Had Stem admitted that he had dropped the ball by not doing a more thorough job of checking Julio out, he would have cut the heart
and soul out of Ramsey's cross-examination.Stern's insistence
on repeating the mantra that he had done nothing wrong set
the tone for a prosecution case-iwchief that limped along
evenwith the hours of incriminating tapes it had in its quiver.
That the defendants were able to catch the elevator with
their loved ones at the end of the trial instead of in the custody of US. Marshall's Service was due in large
part to the quality of their defense lawyers.
Unlike most defendants who are
caught up in the criminal justice
system and wind up with lawyers who are either incompetent, inexperienced or just
overmatched, these defendants had the best
criminal lawyers in
the free world: Dick
DeGuerin, Mike
DeGuerin, Mike
Ramiey,
Bob
Bennett,
Paul
Nugent, and Dan
Cogdell, Aside
from their incredible legal talents,
vutually all of these
folks went into their
own pockets to fund
a case that would
have pushed most lawyers into Chapter 11.
There is an old saying in
baseball that good pitching
will usually stop good hitting.
These guysproved once again that
good defense lawyerswill usually shut
down good prosecutors.
The third reason why the feds swung and
missed was their equally cement-headed decision to indict lobbyist Ross Allyn, a man whom the prosecution's own
ev~denceshowed hadno business sitting at the defense table.
Indeed, as soon as the prosecution shut down its case-in-chief,
Unired States District Judge David Hitmer, who had grven
no quarter at all to the defense with his mhngs, wasted no
time in directing a verdict of acquittal for Allyn on all counts.

It was widely believed that the feds felt they were in a nolose situation by indicting Allyn: Either Allyn would roll
over on the other defendams or he would give the prosecution what it so desperately needed to keep the defense from
playing the race a d , a white face at the defense table. Instead, the feds' decision to indict Allyn backfired and may
have alienared some jurors by putting a n apparently innocent man through the wringer.
Can the feds do the second time what they couldn't do
the first? While their best bet to convict Reyes, Yarbrough,
and Maldonado would be to cut Castillo and Peavy loose
given the fact that jurors were deadlded 6.6 on their counts,
Castdlo and Peavy have a better chance of winning the
Powerball than getting a pass from Attanasio. But on June
10, Judge Hittner may have given them just that when he
severed their cases, along with Yarbrough's, from Reyes and
Maldonado, who will be trred separately in mid-September.
The view from here is that if jurors are unable to reach a
verdict on Ben and Betty -with Reyes widely perceived as
the most culpable of the five defendants with Yarbrough a
close second the feds will call it a day and Messrs. Peavy,
Yarbrough, and Castillowill never again have to walk through
the portals of the federal courthouse, On the other hand,
even if Reyes and Maldonado are convicted, the feds may
declare victory and walk away with two scalps on their belt
without having to undergo the ordeal of a third trial.
Whatever happens come September, keeping Julio out of
the 713 area code during their case-in-chief, and forcing the
defense to call him, would also be a good move on the fed's
part. As the late Percy Foreman, the dean of the crunlnal
defense bar, used to say, "Just give me someone in the comtroom that the jury will hate more than my client and we can
win." If the jury that weighs the fate of Ben and Betty is
anywhere near as pissed off at Julio Molineiro as the first
jury, ("We didn't belteve a word he said," said one juror afterwards), it is highly unlikely that Reyes and Maldonado will
be wards of the United States at the end of the day.
Somewhere in Houston, former United States Attorney
Gaynelle Griffin Jones for the Southern District of Texas,
who declined to prosecute this case because the fed's investigation did not pass the smell test, 1s smiling. I guess she knew
all along that good pltching stops good hitting.
-

-

Rnan W. Wrce u a
jouston C~zminal
lefense Attumey who
oumed the Czty Hall
i n b e y Tnal a a Leal Analyst for Fox
.>levaion.

CAUSE NO.
IN THE

STATE OF TEXAS

DISTRlCT COURT
COUNTY, TEXAS

DEFENDANT'S MOTION AND BRIEF IN
SUPPORT
THEREOF RELATING TO
REMAND OF CASE TO GRAND JURY FOR
CONSIDERATION OF EXCULPATORY EVIT:

TO THE HONORABLEJUDGEOF SAID COURT;

QOh4E.S NOW the Defendant in the above numbered and entitled cause and moves for the above
relief and for cause would show as follows:

I.
Defense Counsel timely requested that the District Attorney allow evidence to be presented to the
Grand Jury and Defense Counsel presented materials to the District Attorney for his renew and presentation
to the Grand Jury.

11.
The Distrlct Attorney refused to present those materials to the Grand Jury for therr consideration
despite the Grand Jury's legal duty to assay the evidence and to determrne what, d any, cr~mlnalcharge
should be brought.

111.
It was the position of Defense Counsel that the appropriate charge for the Grand Jury to bring
against the Defendant would not be

,but would be

instead. Thrs was expressed to the District Attorney in the wntext of the request to present these attached
materials (Exhibit A and Exhibit B) to the Grand Jury.

N.
It was a violation of the Due Course of Law ptovision of the Texas Constitutron for the District
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b v ~ b e e nbatex able to make an e d u a t b n d t h e propa Q*oinal charge to k k g against the Defendant.

The lack of this re lev an^ valuable infonaation to ahe Orand jwy depdped the Grand Jury QF its abiti to

It was a fuaher viohion of tk-ty

duty ofthe Di~tkt
Attorney ta pesenre tIte pemmptien

of inmcewe and tom that justice is done under Tex. Cdde Grim. Prm Anfa. art. 2.01. For the Disnict

A m e y ronora~bwthepxesentationof&.atCa&edmtet& or tbe b e tt&nmy of any ofthe witnesses

RespectfuUYsubmitted,

ARCH C. McCOLL, I11
McColl & McColloch

ARCH C. McCOLL, 111

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I, ARCH C. McCOLL, I11 do hereby c e ~ f that
v on the -day of
instrument has been (facsimile-transmitted)(hand-delivered) (mailed) (overnighted) to

1 9 9 L a true and correct copy of the above

, Bstrict Attorney, at the

address was venfied with a telephone call
latest address listed in the Texas "Blue Book" Legal Drrectory, or m Martmdale Hubbell, wh~ch
from my office, and also sent to all other couhsel for the additional parties, if any, as shown in the attachment.

ARCH C. McCOLL, UI
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Cause No.

IN THE

STATE OF

v.

DISTRICT (TRIAL) COURT
COUNTY,

DEFENDANT

DEFENDANT'S MEMORANDUM OF LAW IN SUPPORT OF
MOTION T O REMAND INDICTMENT BACK T O STATE GRAND JURY
FOR FAILURE OF PROSECUTOR TO PRESENT EXCULPATORY EVIDENCE
TO GRAND JURYIN VIOLATION OF STATE STATUTES AND STATE
C O N S m U T I O N REQUIRING "DILIGENT INQUIRY" BY
GRAND JURY INTO "ALL AVAILABLE EVIDENCE."
TO THE HONORABLE SAID COURT:
Many courts have recognized andused their supewisory power over the grand jury to ptotect against abuses. One of the
earliest discussions is found in In reNationa1 Wndow Glass W&rs, 287 E219 (N.D. Ohio 1922). There the court held:
Historical Recoenition of Syoervisorv Power of Trial Court over Grand Tury
A grand jury has no existence aside from the Court which calls it into existence and upon whrch it is attendmg. A
grand jury does not become, after it is summoned, impaneled, and sworn, anindegendent planet, as it were, in the
judicial system, but still remains an appendage of the Court on which it is attending.... A su~ervismdun, not only
exists, but it is imoosed UDon the court, to see that its erand iuw and its ~rocessesate not abused, or used for
pumoses of o~tnessionand iniustice.
Id., at 225 Pmphasis added].
The court in In re Grand Jury Subpo~nato Central States, Southeastand Southwest Areas Pension Fund, August Term, 1963,225
F,Supp. 923 (N.D. I11 1964) stated:
The grand jury, contrary to what seems to be the prevailing general belief, is an inteeral Dart of the iudicial a m of
the government and is not a mere tool of the Dmsecutor.... The grand jury, being part and parcel of the judicial
branch of government, is subject to a supervisory power m the courts, aimed at preventing abuses of its process or
authority.
Id., at 925 Prnphasls added]; See also, United States u. Fisher, 455 EM 1101,1105 (2d Cir. 1972) ("the grand jury is not the private
tool of the pmsecutor.").
The federal courts have made it clear that the grand jury is under their control and supervision in these cases: Brown u.
United Srates, 359 US. 41,49 (1959) (the grand jury is "an appendage of the c o d ) ; B r w h g u. Hayes, 408 US. 665,688 (1972);
URited States v. CnLtndm, 414 US. 338,346 (1974); United States u. Steum, 510 E2d 1101 (5th Cir. 1975); United States u. Chanen,
549 EM 1306,1313 (9th Cir. 1979): United States v. D d i n , 538 E2d 466 (2nd CE. 1976) (court should not hesitate to use its power
when approprmte); UnitedStates u. Klubock, 639 ESupp. 117,119 (D. Mass. 1986); In re Grand Jury 79.01,489 ESupp. 844,847
(N.D. Ga. 1980) (supervisory power over grand jury "rs a broad one which can take many forms."); United States u. Robm, 481
ESupp. 1385,1387 (C.D. Cal. 1980); Untted States v. O'Shea, 447 F.Supp. 330,332 (SD. Fla. 1978); Appkation ofJordan, 439 FSupp.
199,205 (S.D. W.Va. 1977); Austin u. United States, 297 E2d 356 (4th Cir. 1961) (pmsecutor could be enjoined form presenung
illegally obtained evidence to grand jury).
Similarly, several state courts have likewise noted and exercised this authority over the grand jury process: Matter of Report of
Washoe County GrandJury, 590 P.2d 622,625 (Nev. 1979)'("Grand juries have traditionally been within the control of the
courts...."); Peopk u. Sean, 273 N,E. 2d 380 (IN.1971) (grand jury "'a necessary constituent part of every court having general
criminal jurisdiction" holdimg that court has authority to order that witnesses be subpoenaed before grand jury.); Grand Jurors of
Wurcester County u. Cammissionerof
Caporations, 106 N.E.2d 539,541 (Mass. 1952) (grand jury is "an appendage, a branch, an integral part of the court").
In Klubock, the court noted that the supewbry power of federal courts over grand junes derives from the Court's Dower to
call it into existence and issue and enforce erand luty subooenas.. 639 ESupp. at 119 n.4. The Nevada Supreme Court based its
fmding of supervisory grand jury authority on similar matters: The court impanels the grand jury, receives presentments and
indictments, charges the grand jurors and determines when to discharge or recess the grand jury. M a w of Report of Washoe County
GrandJury,590 P.2d at 625-26.
The same statutory bases exist in Texas for this Court's supervisory duty over the grand jury. Under the provisions in the

Texas statues cited below, this Caurt has authotity over the entire grand jury process This Court apptovts &$%ma lqg~s,
grand jurors, lmpanels the grand jury, hears challenges to the array and indimdual jurors and adminisem the oath to rhe g@iqrg~
as to their duties.
These powers and duties of the court are at least as extensive, if not more so, than the ones reviewed in Klisbo~km~Rep~.(
of Wnshoe County. Thus, there can be no serious question that this Cout, pursuant to these statutes, has the right and duty to
exercise supetvisory authority over the grand jury process to insure its compliance with mandaroty statutes and, at a minimum, to
ensure the integrity of the faadfinding process.
State District Court Has Statutorp Jurisdictionand
Suoervisory Powers Over Grand T u r y

The District Courts of t k State of Texas have superrnary jurisdiction over the grand jury and are consequently charged
with duties and responsibilities over thegrand jury. The Texas grand jury is an arm of the Court and discharges its dutiesunder the
control and direction of the District Court The Texas statutes make clear that the Court's supervisory power aver the grand jury is
pewasive and complete& &to
&~j
ensure theintegrity of the fsct-finding proear

Art. 19.01. Appointment of Jury Commissioners; Selection Without Jury commission
TheDISTRICT lUDGE,....shall appoint not less than three, nor more than five persons to
a)
pe$orm the duties of jwy commissionem,.... ThePISTRICT TUDGE shatl,,...designate whether such
cornm~ss~one~s
shall serve

....

....

b)
The
shall try the qualtfications for and excuses from service as a grand juror and
impanel the completed grand jury in the m e manner as provided for grant jurors selected by a jury commission
Art. 19.02. Notified of Appointment
The JIJQGE shall cause the proper officer to notify such appointees of such appointment, and when and
where they are to appear.
Art. 19.03. Oath of Commisioners

When the appointees appear before t h e m , he shall adminjster to them the following oah

....

Art. 19.04. Instmeted

....

The jury commissioners, shalt be instruct4 by t h e m in the11 duties....
A*. 19.05. Kept Free Erom Intrusion
The jury conunmioners.... shall not separate without leave of the COURTunril they complete their
dunes.

Art. 19+07.Extension Beyond Term of Period for Which Grand Jumrs Shall Sit

....the
of the DISTRICT COURT in which said gmnd jury was impaneled may, by the enny of
an order on the minutes of said COURT, extend, from time to time, for the purpose of concluding the invmigation
of matters then before it, the period during which said grant jury shall sit,.,..
Art. 19.09. Names Returned

....

The commissioners shall write theit names acmssrhe seal of said envelope, direct tke same to the
DISTRICT IUDGE and deliver it to him in open CCRIRT.

Art. 19.10,

List to Ckrk

The TUDGE shall deliver the envelope containing the list of gntnt jurors to the clerk or one of his
deputies in open COURT without opening the same.

Art. 19.1 1. Oath to Clerk
Before the list of gntnd jurors is delivered to the clerk, the
of his deputies in open COURT the followingoath:

....

shall adminimer to rhe clerk and each
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Art. 19.13. Clerk shall Open Lists

....The
....

shall designate the day on which the grand jury is to be impaneled and notify the clerk of

such date;

Art. 19.14. Summoning

.... the IUDGE.at his election, may direct the sheriff to summon the grand jurors by registered or certified
mall.

Art. 19.16. Absent Juror Fined

A jwor legally summoned, failing to attend without a reasonable excuse, may, by order of the COURT
entered on the r e a d , be fined not less than ten dollars nor mote than one hundred dollars.
Art, 19.17. Failure to Select

....the DISTRICT TUDGE may at any time after the commencement of the term, m lus discretion, direct
a writ to be issued to the sheriff commanding him to summon a jury commission, selected by the COURT, ....
Art. 19.18. If Less Than Twelve Attend

....the COURT shall order the sheriff to summon such additional number of persons as may be deemed
necessary to constitute a grand jury of twelve persons.
Art, 19.20. To Summon Qualified Persons

....the COURT shall instruct him that he must summon no person to serve as a grand juror who does not
possess the qualificationsprescribed by law.
Art. 19.22. Interrogated
Each person who is presented to serve as a grand juror shall, before being impaneled, be interrogated on
oath by the COURT or under his direction, touching his qualifications.
Art, 19.26. Jury Impaneled

....the COURT shall
to Impanel them as a grand jury, unless a challenge is made, whlch may be to
the array or to any particular person presented to serve as a grand juror.
Art. 20.04. Attorney May Examine Wimesses

....No person may address the grand jury about a matter before the grand juq other than the attorney
representing the State, a witness, or the accused or suspected person or the attorney for the accused or suspected
person d approved by the State's attorney. [Defendant reads thu statute in conlunction wlth the last sentence of
Art. 2.01 TEX CODE CRIM. PRO. ANN. reauirine Drosecutor to protect the ~ r e s u m ~ t i oofninnocence.]
Art. 20.06. Advice from COURT
The grand jury may also seek and recelve advice 'om the COURT touchlng any matter before them, and
for this purpose, shall go into COURT in a body;....

.

Art. 20.08. Adjournments

....W ~ t hthe consent of the COURT, they may adjourn for a longer tune, and shall as near as may be,
conform their adjournments to those of the COURT.
Art. 20.14. Evasion of Process
It is be made to appear satisfactorily to the COURT that a wimess for whom an attachment has been

issued to go before the grand jury is in any manner wilfullyevading the service of such summons or attachment, the
COURT mayfine such wirnw, as for contempt, not exceeding five hundred dobm.
AH. 20.15. When Witness Refuses to Testify

....and the COURT may compel the wimess to answer the questton, if it appear to be a proper one, by
imposmg a fine not exceeding five hundred dollam, and by committing the party to jail until he 1s willing m testify.
A*. 20.16. Oaths to Witnesses

....

Any witness who divulges any matter about whichhe is interrogates, or any proceedings of the grand
jury had in hi presence, other than when requmd to give evidence thereof in due course, shall be liable to a f- as
for contemut of COURT, not exceeding $500, and to imprisonment not exceeding six months.
Supervisory powers are a mutt's powers to supervise the administration of justice by establishmg and maintainmg standards
of procedure and ev~dence.See M&&b v . United Stat@& 318 US. 332,341) (1943). As stated in M&abb, mpra at340, the use of
superviory powers prov~desa pzndyfor the violation of an accused's recognized rrtghts, deters future misconduct, and preserves
enhances the integrity of the judicial and grand jury process. A supervisory duty is imposed on the coutt to ensure that its grand jury
and its process are not abused or used for purposes of oppression and injustice and to maintain fundamental fairness and integrity In
the grand jury proceedings.
Failure of Prosecutor to Present ExeuIpatory Information
to Grand Jury de facto Prevents Grand Juryfmm Performing
Its Duties and Violates Defendant's Rieht to Due Process of Law
The prosecutor's duty m a case is to see that justice is done, A&. 2.01 TEX, CODE CRIM. PRO. ANN. Accordingly, in
addition to being the State's advocate, he has an obligation to proceed fairly. It is imperative that the prosecutor give due deference
to the grand jur)r'sstam as an indeuendent leeal body because of the major role he plays in grand jury proceedings. See ABA
Standards Relating to the Prosecution Function see. 3-35.
Further, "no prosecutor should knowingly fail to disclose to the grand jury evidence which tends to negate guilt or mitigate
the offense." ABA Standards Relating to the Prosecution Function sec. 3-3.6(b). To not require the prosecuang attorney to present
important and substantial mitigating evidence to the grand jury while that office presents inculpatory ev~dence,vests in the
ptosecuting attorney the non-reviewable discretion as to what evidence is to be presented to the grand jury in violation of the
statutory- mandate that all evidence "accessible to the grand pry
haw been given." Am 20.19 supra.
When a district attorney seeking an indtctment is aware of evidenoe reasonably tending to mitigate or negate guilt on a
pamcular charge, he is obligated to inform the grand jury of its nature and existence, so that the grand jury may exercue its power
'. under the "due diligence" statute to decide whether or not to order the evidence produced in fulfillment of its oath and duties, or not.
The grand jury cannot be expected to call for evidence of which it is kept ignorant. Unless so informed by the prosecutor, the grand
jury ordinardy has no reason to believe that other evidence available, and/or within its subpoena power, will negate an element of a
criminal charge.
By failing to produce exculpatory evidence to the grand jury, the prosecutor may ~nadvertentlyuse his position to
unwittmgly impan the grand jury's integr~tyas an independenr and impartial body.
Defendant Entided to Return of Case to
Grand Tuw for Fair and Imvartid Reconsideration
In the present case, the prosecutor either inadvertently or otherwise faded to present exculpatory ev~denceto the grand jury;
but the net effect is the same, the grand jury could not possibly have performed its due diligence investigation as mandated by State
impartial and indeuendent deterininanon based on
statute. As aresult, the grand jury was unable to make a thorough and
''all available evidence" of whether probable cause existed to bind Defendant over for trial on the felony intoxication charge agalnst
her contained in the grand jury's indictment. It follows that th;:grand jury sunply could
have exercised the independent
judgment required by the statutes and Due Process under the Texas Const~tution.
Such power and duty is imposed on this Court to ensure that its grand jury and its process are completely fair. The grand
jury is an integral part ofthe Court. The statutory regulauon of the prosecutor's presentation of evidence to the grand jury is a
procedural matter and, if followed properly, does not limit the grand jury in the exerclse of its essenual functions. Such an exercise of
thrs Court's supervtsory powers would enable the grand jury members to fully exercise then indwidual funct~onsin comphance w~th
then oaths of "d~lieenceinauiry."
All persons have the inalienable constitutional right to defend their ltberty. Under the Texas Consttturron, Art. 1, 8 10.
A11 persons have the constitutional right to obtatn pzndy by Due Course of Law m the courts for serrous rnjury done them by the
executwe branch of government, inadvertently or not.
on
Defendant requests this Court to remand the pendtng indictment agalnst her back to the grand jury for recons~derat~on

''a,''
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the basls of the presentation of "dtestimony accessible" and other significant dormation, whether inculpatory or exculpatory, now
lcnown to the prosecutor, to ensure that any mdictment returned against her is based on compliance with the statutes requiring a
d~ligentand imparual inquiry to the best of the grand jury's ability. Such an exercise of this Court's supervisory power would not
unduly interfere with the powers of the grand jury or the proper functions of the prosecutor, but are required under the
comprehenswe Texas statutory scheme of calling into existence, regulating andsupervisig the grand jury process.
Conclusion

Ttus Court should remand the mdictment to the grand jury so that it may reconsider whether probable cause of mtoxrcating
exists after a review of "all accessible testimony" and ev~dence,now available to the prosecutor in comphance with the grand jurors'
oath and statutory duty.
Respectfully submitred,

Arch C . McColl, 111,
partner m the Dallas lm
firm of McCoII 8
McColloch, is past
president of the Dallas
County Criminal Bar
Association and the coauthor of Erisman's
Reversible Errors in
Texas Criminal Cases. He has had his motion
granted four times, twice in T e m , once in
Mayland and once in Ohio.

ARCH C. McCOLL, 111
McColl & McColloch
ATTORNEY FOR DEFENDANT

Please consider a memorial gift to TCDLEI in the name of these or other TCDLA members. Since TCDLEI is a 501 (c)(3)
organization, your gift is taxdeductible. Send your donation to the TCDLA office, 600 W. 13th Street, Austin, lX 78701.
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Sex Offender Treatment
is a Recognized Specialty in Texas!
We provide:
Sen offender and psychological profile
determinations
*Expertwitness testimony
.Addiction/dependency assessments
'Assistance with case, witness and cross
examination preparation
*Treatmentrecommendations to the court

We travel anywhere and accept court assignments
as payment in full. References on request. Call us
if you think we might be able to help.

Navarre & Associates

5121836-4567

"Diplomate of the American Board of Forensic Examiners"
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A CITIZEN'S GUIDE:
Knowing the DWI Laws
and Your Rights
By J. Gary Trichter,
Christian Samuelson
and Jason Cassel
I. Introduction:
It Can Happen to Anyone!

walks up to you and says: 'Sir, would you creases within youand the butterfliesin your
please step out of the car?"
stdmachhave now transformed into screamThe shoulder of the road is grated away ing eagles.
It's 11:59p.m., onFriday, and you're driv.
Responding to the officer's statement you
ing home from a business dinner with your from the road fordrainage. Being parked on
employer. The steak and potato dinner was the slanted shoulder, you lean somewhat ask: "Why!" and tell him: "I'm not drunk!"
enjoyable and you had two social cocktails into the door to swing it open. As you step Sensing a challenge to his authority, officer
there the first just prior to dinner and the out you see the other officerlpassengerhas Robocop's tone and attitude change from
second immediately before leaving the res- also exited and has taken a position at the polite and mechanical to forceful and agtaurant. You're sober, tired, and relaxed, as right rear of your automobile. You also see gressive as he becomes a oo-nonsense clone
you started the day some eighteen hours two more officers in another patrol car pull of General George Patton.
in behind the first police car and park.
Officer Patton tells you: "Sir, 1 believe
earlier at 6:00 am.
The first officer purposefully stands di- you are intoxicated. I stopped you because
During the drive, you think back on the
boss' instructions for Monday's assignment. rectly in front of you- about two feet from youwetetraveling40mphina35 mph wne.
Simultaneously, you think about how the your face. He requests your driver's license I noticed you were slow to stop and that you
smoked filled dining room irritated your and proof of insurance. You immediately wove out of your lane onto the shoulder
eyes. Having no eye drops, you can't wait to produce your license but fumble somewhat snipe. You also had difficulty getting out of
quickly get home and remove your contact in iour wallet trying to find your insurance your car and finding your proof of insurance.
lenses. Traffic is non-existent to light, so you card. Still nervous and wncemed about the Your eyes are bloodshot and glassy and you
probable speeding citation and the possible have a strong odor of alcohol o n your
drive a little faster than normal.
Strobing flashes of red and blue lights citation for failure to show proof of insur- breath!'
begin to reflect in your eyes from the rear- ance, you tell the officer: '1believe it's in
He then says: "Sir, are you going to do
the exercises!" Being in this situation for the
view mirror. You turn your head and shoul- the car," and ask: "May I look for it!"
To your surprise the officer responds: first time, two things come to mind. First,
ders to the right and look out the rear window to determine the source. As you do, "Sir, have you been drinking?" His voice T h a t happens if 1 don't!", knowing you
your car drifts ever so slightly onto the right and actions appear mechanical like the are not a particularly coordinated person;
shoulder stripe. You focus, and discover it's movie character Robocop. Your eatlier ner- and second, "Can I talk to a lawyer first?"
a police car on your rear bumper, any closer vousness has now changed to fear and you In both instances the officer states 'No, if
think: "Can he really suspect I'm intoxi- you don't do the exercises and if you refuse
and it would be in your trunk.
Confusion takes hold within and you ask cated!" Belieying truth is the best policy, to participate until you speak to an attotyourself: "Does he want me to stop!" or you say: "Yes, I had two drinks at dinner!'
ney, you'll be arrested for suspicion of DWI
The third and fourth officers are now and will be taken to police headquartersfor
"Does he want to go around me!" Thirty
seconds pass and it becomes obvious that '' standing with the second officer. They are a breath test and for video taping".
Questions begin to fire rapidly withim
the officer wants you to stop so you pull off all watching you and one even smiles in such
to the right shoulder and park. You ner- a way that it appears he is enjoying your you: "Can this be happening to me?" "Can
vously ask yourself: "Am I going to get a plight. The first officer then directs you to they do this!" "Are they treating me fair!"
step in their direction so that you can per- "Can this be theunited States of America!"
speeding ticket?''
The marked patrol car, emergency lights form field sobriety exercises to prove you're "What are my rights!" More importantly,
still flashing, pulls in directly behind your not intoxicated. He says he will first dem- "hat should 1do!"
Standing on the fact that you are not a
car and parks. You see two uniformed offic. onstrate the exercises and then you'll be
ers in it. The officerldriver exits his car, given the opportunity to do them. Fear in- criminal and that you are not drunk, and,

-

.

relying on the principle that you, a citizen
and a tsw payer, shououll not be treated this
way, you nervously tell the officec Wa!"
Recalfmg the old cliche? "I'm from the government and I'm here to heb you" yougo
on to say l ' m mt go* to do or say anythinguntil I can speak to an atmrnep"
Of&cer Patton, in a strict military voice
ehenstatesr "Si, you areunderatrestforthe
OffeneedDWI.T m a r d and placeyour
hands behind your back so I can hand&
them. You're going to be brought co thestation for a bra& test and to be videoraped.
Should you pass the breath test and t h e
are no other &arm=, vou mkht be~eleased.
However, if the&&eht
is .loor more, then
yau wiU be formally chargedwithDWI and
placed in jaiL
'Sir, if you refuse the breath test, you'll
automaticallyloseyour driving pivileges for
90 days through a swpensionand youTl he
charged with the offense of Dm. Further,
the jury at your trial wdlbe informed that
you r
e
M an oppownicy to &e aabreath
test because you thought you were too intoxicated to pass it.
"Sir, you ham these rights under the Supreme Cow& decision of Miranda v. AriYou have the tight to rwain silenr
and mythihg you ~ g can
9 and may be used
against you; youhave a right to have a lawyer present pdor to and during any questioning; if you can'r afford alawyaand you
want one, one wit1 be appointed for you;
and,you have a right to terninace this inIfexview at any h e . "
' Theoffieet$statemehfs t h o r d y can+
tells you that you
fuse you. Fint, the
cannot haw a lawyer and now he expressly
says you can. Second, hesags that if you do
mt do the aepcisee you are penalized hy
being mated and now he saps you have a
right to tenninaeeanyfurther intewiem You
wonder, "rtow can I be penalbed for simply
invoking my rights?" and "What has tmppen& to America?"
Lastly, as theoftlcer handcuffs your hands
&hind your back, you sk yourself seveml
questians. First, "Should I p&xm the po.
h e field sobriety exerctsesbefotethe video
recorder?' Secand, "Shdd I take a breath
t~ when they get me to thestation?" And,
thii "Just what is .lo anyway?"

11. General Background
Isdonnation on DWI
1

Answers to your Questions
The above fictional seenafio is not too
far afield From many real life aimations
where non-intox1cared persons are legitimately stopped for a ttaffic offense and

t h d e r mested for DW. The mtfc is
that a great nunbet of biiocent people are
arrested+orsuspicionof Dm.Qfcoursq &q
majorityofthosemestedareg d t y ofDWI.
However, this "majocitf' fact provides abmlutelvnosolace forth(~9earrestedforDW
who ate not guilty, esposially if one of those 3. W e ''d
ptkntalofits pb@d
pasons is you!
f a d + " me we .edged by a d %ha h
If F
U
l ~UtioSiQbas been mused thus MI)IUJt'2
far, then it's a safe bet thst you'd lib some
The "normal mental and physic~1&uG
genealinfotroationaboutDWI a x t d a f ~ ~ ~ties"
e r ~the DWI Statwte refers to wi!hetge of
to the questions posed above. Bop&lly,the
thepaai~ular~ersonwhobas
been wesred!
The tenn does not r& to the n e d fac*
fo!.lo*
will do bth.
ulties ofthe apestingofficer, thothose ofjurors
in a DWI criminal aid or t h m of a fi&
tious average person. Indeed, the temL'nor.
maln actually refers to a rar~geof meamrement of the faculties of the person arresfed.
For example, "normal" would nor be a partic& point on a 12"t u l e ~
Rather, it is better expIained as the durance h
n two
particular pints a the ruler, i r , between
the.3' and 9" marks.

4. What Q .I0 ahhot e o n c e n t r h ?

1-

j,

DW?

it a -fofferrSe
b r a y " ape.t.
not d h e amotot&e
in
%
.DWI $tarllc place
Ute dm not say &iving whfledrunk.

.

ne

2. W h doea "intmtated" menn?

A person need not be drunk to he "intoxicared" but a person who is d d must
be intoxicated. "Intoxicated" is defined by
the. DWI statute in two ways. First, a per.
son is "intoxicated" when she drives and,
when,tbughtheuseofandmholicbeverage, drug, controlled substance, or any

"Alcohol coneenaation" is defined by
the sratute as:
a. the number of grams of alcoholper100
milliliters of blood;
b.the.numberofgramsofalcoholper 210
liters of breath; or,
c. thenumberof grams ofaleohol per67
milliliters of urine
Practically speaking, if you've been
drinking, unless you arcs phy~icist,an enpiwer, at a chemist, and have a calculator,
you will be unable to determane dyou have
an alcohol concentration of .I0 rtr more.
Further, it is of intervt to note that the
amount'of alcohol in each of the above
statutotily defied concentrations IS not
e d ,and can therefore result in a persgn
being innocent according to one concen*
tration but guilty according to aaother,
Moreover, under the two statutory defulitions of intoxication, it is also possiblefor a
person to be innocent of king inmicated
because there is no loss of either normal
mentalorphysical$culties but still be guilty
of being intoxicated via .lo.
5. 1s it .I0 ormoreurhen I drwe or .I0
or more at the kim I*m tested, w kt&,
that WBmakc me g u r i $ D m ?
Out law only provides that the crime of
DWI occurs when a person drives, and ut
that time, bas an alcohol concenaadon of
.10 or more in his bady. It is not a per se
crime to have an alcohol concentration of
.I0 in the body either before or after one
basdriven. However, dependingonthetime
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the test is conducted, such an alcohol concentration may be relevant in determining
if the person had a .10 or more alcohol concentration when the actual driving occurred.
The timing of the particular test in question presents a significant ~roblem
for both
the prosecution and the defense. This dilemma arises because .10 alcohol concentration testing is hardly ever done at or immediately after driving. Rather, an alcohol
concentration test is usually administered
approximately 45 minutes to 1 hour and 15
minutes after driving. In such delayed testing, absent other information about the
number of alcoholic drinks consumed, the
type of drinks consumed, and knowledge of
when the drinks were consumed, it is scientifically impossible to determine if the person was over, or more importantly for the
innocent, under a .10 alcohol concentration a t the time of driving.
For example, let's change our earlier scenario somewhat by having the person finish his fourth cocktail at 11:55 p.m. He
leaves the smoke filled restaurant at 12:00
a.m. for a 5 minute drive home. However,
this time instead of being stopped for speeding, he is stopped at 12:Ol a.m. because the
light over his license tag has burned out.
The officer, having obsenred a fresh (strong)
odor of an alcoholic beverage on the driver's
breath and his smoke reddened eyes, arrests
him for DWI. The officer then transports
him to the station house for an alcohol concentration test. The test is given at 12:30
and its result is .lo. Here, depending on the
timing of the person's earlier consumption
of alcoholic drinks, it is equally possible that
earlier at 12:01 am., the person's alcohol
concentration was .05, i.e., not guilty,or .15,
i.e., guilty. In the fmal analysis on this point,
it may not have been a smart thing for our
person to have driven at all, but if he was
the .05, he neither committed nor would
have committed a DWI offense.

6. If I decide to submit to chemical
testing and my alcohol concentration is
less than .lo, can I still lose my license?
Yes, but this is usually the result of a subsequent criminal conviction for DWI or a
related offense. For your driver's license to
automatically be suspended as a result of
chemical testing, the alcohol concentration
takenfrom your blood, breath, or urine must
be .10 or more while driving.

7. How accurate and reliable are the
police methods used to determine
alcohol concentration!
that testing of alcoTexas law
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hol concentrations can be performed by
analysis of a DWI suspect's urine, blood or
breath. All three of these testing methods,
however, leave much to be desired.
Urine testing is the least accurate and
least reliable means of alcohol concentration testing. Indeed, there appears to be no
debate in the scientific community that this
method of alcohol concentration testing is
the least preferred.
Blood testing, unlike that of urine testing, is thought by the majority of forensic
scientists to be the most accurate and reliable means of alcohol concentration determination. From a police perspective, how-

tists. Moreover, under current procedures for
breath testing in Texas, breath samples are
not preserved for subsequent checks of the
initial test's validity. Indeed, for purposes of
breath testing, if you are an innocent person and your breath test results show you to
be intoxicated, then the chances of showing error in the prosecution's case against
you are literally "gone with the wind".

8. How is breath testing done?
Police breath alcohol concentration testing in Texas is done by a machine named
an lntoxilyzer 5000. Breathalyzers are not
used.
The lntoxilyzer machine, which costs
approximately$7,500, is said to work on the
basis of infrared light absorption by alcohol
detected in a ~erson'sbreath. According to
its manufacturer and the Texas Department
of Public Safety (DPS), which certifies and
writes the rules for its use, the machine determines alcohol concentration by subrracting the amount of light absorbed from the
person's breath sample and then compares
that amount to the amount of light originally introduced into the breath samplethe difference is the test result.

9. What is the debate over the
Intoxilyzer's reliability and accuracy?
Proponents of the Intoxilyzer say it will
only show a result from absorbed breath
(deep lung air) alcohol and nothing else.
However, opponents say that the lntoxilyzer
often misreads other commonly found substances in human breath and erroneously
gives high readings saying that they are from
alcohol.
Of particular importance here are the
following facts. First, the DWI alcohol concentration law says a person is intoxicated
when he has a .10 concentration in his
breath, but, it does not say .10 by Intoxilyzer.
This fact means that no judge or jury is required to believe that an Intoxilyzer result
of .10 or more is accurate or reliable.
Second, neither the manufacturer nor
ever, it is also thought to be the least desirthe
DPS will allow anyone, other than law
able and least convenient method. Further,
enforcement
personnel, to test either the
like the testing of urine specimens, it provides an opportunity for the arrested per- machine's accuracy or its reliability. It is
son to recheck the blood test. If found to be generally understood that for a ~rocedure
erroneous, the validity of the police test can to be accepted as accurate and reliable in
be attacked by re-testing the exact speci- science, it must be open and available for
the scientific community to test and retest
men taken by police.
Breath testing, again from a police per- the procedure. This is not the case with the
spective, is the most convenient means of Intoxilyzer.
Third, the manufacturer says it does not
alcohol concentration determination. In
warrant
that the lntoxilyzer is fit for any
regard to the issues of accuracy and reliability of breath testing, however, there con- particular purpose. This fact clearly is an
tinues to be a heated debate among scien- implicit admission by the manufacturer that

its machine is not even warranted as accu.
rate and reliable for breath testing.
Fourth, the Intoxilyzer ia capable of
breathpreservation,however, out DPS purposely fails to require the breath specimens
to be saved. The cost of preservation would
be less than $2.00 per test and would allow
an opportunity for the person charged with
DWI to check the accwacy of the sample.
And, lf found to be maccurate, attack the
vahdityof the prosecutor's trest. Indeed, it is
a generally accepted scientific fact that the
re-testing of preserved breath specimens,
which is done by a method known as gas
chromatography, is a more accurate and reliable means of breath alcohol concenmtion testing than that done by the
Intoxilper.
Fifth and last, the Intoxilyzer's working
destgn is premised on the assumption that
every person tested is e d y the average person. ,411 persons ate not exitftly average!
Human bemgs come m all different sizes"
we~ghts,ages, muscle tones, lungcapacities,
alcohol tolerances, temperatures, hematomit levels (amount of solids in the blood)
and bloodlbreath ratios (the number of
tnnes an item -appears in the blood vs, the
number of nmes the same item appear. in
the breath). Automatic and undetected error can be illustrated by simply having the
person tested not be exactly average. In this
regard, i t should be noted that the
Intoxilyaer assumes a blaod/breath ratio of
210011 (rx., 2100 parts of alcohol in the
\Mood for every 1 pact of alcohol in the
hteath) for everyperson tested. Here, it can
be noted that a majority of persons have a
bloodbreath ratio of 2100/1or greater. Persons wlth a higher blood/breath ratio of
2100/1 will not be prejudiced by the
Intoxdper's assumption. However, p e m
witha lower blaodjbreathratiowill beprejudiced because the Intoxilyzer will erroneously read too high of an alcohol wncentration tesult, thus potentially causing a
person who should test at .04,.05, .06, etc,
to actually test out at .lo, .I1, .12, etc. Of
particular importhere IS the fact that scientists have documented persons with blood/
breath ratios as low as 1100/1.
This same type of prejudice also occurs
where the person tested ISnot exactly average with respect to othet bodily hctions:
muscle development, temperature, hematomit level, etc. Moreover, since the machine
was budt by humans, is serviced by humans,
and IS operated by humans, it is subject to
human error lust l&e all other machines,
The above facts conclusively demonstrate
that the Intox~lyzer,even d it is properly

working and is being properly operated, because the person bemg tested is not exactly
average, can label an intlocem person as
sib.

10. Are crimes of DWI and public
ba'catiotl different, and andif so, h?
Yes, they are very different. Specifically,
the statutory definitionsofthe term "intoxicated'' are not equal in regard to the two
charges. The DWI intmlcation definitions
(loss of normal mental or physical faculties
and/or .I0 or more) require a Lesser measure
of intoxication than does public incoxication (P.I.). A person is "intoxicated" for
purpuses of P.1. when he is either a danger
to himself or a danger to others. In addinon, police officers usually video tape DWI

suspeots, and persons holc$ng drivers licenses have conditionally pteeagreed to take
either a breath or blood test, upon request,
a k e the=
~ armt for DWI. No such agree.
ment or videotape procedure exists for P.1,
Finally, the punishments for DWI, which
are discussed in the following section, and
EL are different. Specifically, P.I. is in the
lowest category for criminal offenses, it b a
Ckss C misdemeano~which carries with it
the possibility of a fine up to $500 - no
incarcerationmaybe messed upon convic-

tion for this type of m t s d e m ~ o r .
11. What dre the p&es
fof DWI?
First, an academic daour on the topic of
''what is probation?' Probation can be defmed as a wspetwon of a sentence of jail, a
fine, or even a driver's license suspension
by the court. Said another way, upon canviction, the judge pronounces apunishment
of a jail sentence, a fine sentence, and a
driver's license suspension,
Example: Judge Dredd says "Mr. Defendant, yolv sentence is 180 days in jail, a
$2,Q00fine, and a year's suspension of your
driver's license."
''Holy cow, I can't believe it, I'm going
to jaip' is the thought you have when all of
the sudden the judge speaks again. He says,
"however, I'm going to pmbate this sentence. Your jail is probated for one year,
$1300 of your fine is probated, and your
driver's license suspension is probated." In
layman terms thtr means that you will not
have to do the 180 days in jatl if you behave
for one year, that you will only pay $500 of
the fine if
behave for one year, and your
driver's licehsewill not be taken from you if
you behave for one year.
"Wait" you say, what does "behave"
mean? It means that the judge has offered
you a "deal" you can't refuse. This "deal" IS
a contract between you and the wurt. The
contractual terms are simple. The judge
promises not to put you in jail, not to make
youpay the entire fine and not to take away
your dtiver'a license. In exchange, rf you
agree to the probation, you are agreemggenerally to do the following:
1. Report once a month to a probauon
officer,
2. Not to commit any further crimes during the term of probation,
3. To pay a monthly supervisory fee to
the probation office (approximately $40),
4' Toperform aspecifiednumber of community setvice hours during the term of your
probation (between 24 and 80 hours) (community service is volunteer work to benefit
the wmmunity),
5. To attend DWI awareness classes dealing wrth the effects of alcohol or listenmg
to victims of DWI related tragedies,
6. To refrain from umsumingalcohol for
the term of your pmbation,
7. To pay your non-probated fines and
court costs,
8.Any other requirementsthe c m sets
for you.
Now, back to the specific penalues for
intoxication offenses.
DWI, dependingon the number of prior
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convictions you have and when those convictions occurred, can be either a misdemeanor or a felony offense.
Generally speaking, the penalties for
DWI are as follows:
a) fust offense: a first-offense conviction includes a fine not to exceed $2,000
and/or the possibility of serving jail time
from three days to 180 days, and a driver's
license suspension of 90 to 365 days. (Class
B misdemeanor).
b) second offense: the maximum fine
increases to no more than $4,000 and/or jail
from 30 days to one year, and a possible
driver's license suspension rangingfrom 180
days to two years. (Class A misdemeanor).
C) third offense: here, you may receive
a fine up to
$10,000 and/or two to 10 years of
imprisonment, and
suspension of your driver's license
ranging from 180
days up to two years. (Yd
Degree felony).
d) DWI with an open alcohol container
(first offensel: in addition to the penalty
referenced above you face a minimum six
days in jail and a fine of no more than
$2,000. (Class B misdemeanor).
e) DWI with an accident where serious
bodily injury occurred as a proximate cause
of the intoxication: this crime is called intoxication assault,and upon conviction you
may serve a minimum of two years up to a
maximum of 10 years in jail. Additionally,
youmay be fined up to $10,000. (3dDegree
felony).
f) DWI where a death has occurred as a
proximate cause of the intoxication: here,
the crime is intoxication manslaughter.
Upon conviction you might have to pay a
maximum fine of $10,000 and/or be imprisoned from two to 20 years (Intoxicated
Manslaughter or Manslaughter with use of
Deadly Weapon are both 2ndDegree felonies).
In some of the above minor classifications you may be eligible for probation, but
there is no guarantee that you will receive a
probated jail sentence or fine. If you are
convicted of intoxication assault and wish
to receive probation, a minimum of 30 days
in jail must be served as a condition of probation. Furthermore, to receive probation
upon being convicted of intoxication manslaughter you must serve a minimum of 120
days in jail. However, if you are convicted
of Intoxication Assault or Intoxication
Manslaughter and the court or jury finds
that you committed the offense with adeadly
weapon you may be ineligible to receive probation at all.
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12. How can be a motor vehicle be a
"deadly weapon"?
A motor vehicle is a "deadly weapon"
where an alcohol related accident results in
adeath. Recently, the Texas Court of Criminal Appeals has held that intoxicated drivers who are involved in such accidents can
be found to have used a "deadly weapon."
Tyra v. Stme, 897 S.W.2d 796 (Tex.Cr.App.
1995), Walker v. State, 897 S.W.2d 812
(Tex.Cr.App. 1995). If death results from
the manner of use of the vehicle, the vehicle could be a "deadly weapon" in the eyes
of the law. In these cases, the manner of use
was capable of causing death and therefore,
the drivers were found t o have used a
"deadly weapon." In light of these recent
cases, it is easy to see how a misdemeanor
DWI can become a 20 year prison sentence
when someone dies as aresult of an alcohol
related accident.

on your car and are not allowed to operate
a motor vehicle not equipped with an interlock device. This interlock device determines the presence of alcohol in your
breath. If the device detects a certain level
of alcohol, the vehicle is temporarily disabled.
A judge may, however, dec~dethat justice would not be served by installing an
interlock device on your vehicle, and can
excuse its installation. Conversely, some
judges require that all DWI defendants,
even 1" offenders, install an interlock device on their car.

14. Is a person required to take a
breath, blood or urine test when
requested by a police officer?
Maybe! Our law deems that all persons
who drive with Texas licenses have already
conditionally agreed, after their arrest, to take
either a breath or blood test upon being prop
erly requested to do so by a police officer.
This deemed consent only arises where the
person has driven in a public place. Examples of public places are public roads,
highways, beaches,
garages and
other places where the public or a substantial part of the public may gain access.
There is no such deemed consent, or as it is
sometimes called "implied consent" for a
urine test.

15. Does a person have a choice to
refuse a required breath or blood test?

.
13. What special conditions are placed
ubon bond for DWI ?
For a first offense, bond conditions are a
matter of discretion for the court. However,
if you are charged with asubsequent offense
of DWI or a first offense of Intoxicated Assault or Manslaughter, you are required to
install a vehicle ignition interlock device

Yes! Our law provides that where the
implied consent law is applicable, the person arrested for DWI may refuse to take
the requested test. Such a refusal, however,
can result in the following penalties:
1. suspension of your driving privileges
for 90 days if this is your first arrest forDWI,
2. a 180 day suspension for a subsequent
arrest if, in the first arrest you refused to
submit to testing or had an alcohol concentration of .10 or greater,
3. a one year license suspension if you
have a prior conviction for DWI; and,
4. the admission into evidence of your
refusal to take the breath test in the subsequent DWI criminal trial. The purpose of
this admission,from the prosecution's viewpoint, is to imply to the judge or jury, that
the refusal was premised on the belief that
the driver thought he was too intoxicated
to pass the test.
If you do submit to alcohol concentration testing and fail, your driver's license
privileges can be suspended, and the test
result may come into evidence in the criminal trial. The possible suspension periods are

as follows:
a) 60 daysif your drivmg record shows
no pnor alcohol related acres@
b) 120 daysfor two or more prior arrests
wtthout a conv~ction,
and
c) 180 days if you have a prior conviction.

Under our Federal and Stare h t i t u tions, pemm have an absolute rightto the
miscanee of an attorney at their criminal
trial. However, such is not the case in every
prenial stage which precedes the trial. Indeed, in some pretrial mges, a person in
custody has aright to assistanceof an attor-

16..D
es a berson have a choice to
-o
refuse being'&o raped?
No! There are, however, quasi exceptions. For example, althowh a person has
no right torefuse beingvideo taped he does
have the right to refuse to perform any pol~ce
field sobrtecy exercises and to refuse to
answerany quesuons, theanswers to which
might be incriminating. Unlike breath or
blood testrefusals,there are no penaltiesfor
tefusttig to perform field sobriety tests or
refusmg to answer questions while being
videotaped.

17. May apolice officeruse force an a
persm to make him take a breath or
blood test?
Sometimes for blood but never for
breath. An officerhas authority to order a
blood sample from an arrested person only
ifrherehas been an accident where a death
has resulted, a death is likely to occur, or
there has been a serious bodily injury.
18. Can a person drink an alcoholic
beverage while driving a car?
No! It is a Class C mkdemeanor for a
driver to operate a car and personally possess an open alwholic beverage container.
This penalty, as noted earlier, increases if
the driver is arrested for DWI. However,
there is no prohibit~onagainst any pawnger having an open alcoholic container.

19. Do I haue the right to rue the
tekphone to c d an attormy for
assistance?
Maybe! There is no statute or wurt dec ~ i o nthat provides that the p d ~ c emust
allow you access to a telephone in order for
you to speak to an attomey for advice and
assi5tance. From a wnstitutional perjpective, however, in the authot's opmion, a
has adue
pemn arrested for DWIp~obably
proms right of reasonable access to a telephone to contact an attomey for the purpose of arranging bail, preserving exculpatory evidence, and in deciding to answer
rnterrogation questions asked by police.
20. Wherp does a person a e s t e d far
DWl haare an absolute right to the
mistance of

an attorney?

ney forone purpose but not for anorher purpose, i.e., for assistance in m e r i n g police
interrogation questions bur not EOt deciding whether or not to take a breath orblwd
test.
Generally spealnng, any person who is
in custody of a police officer wherein it
would objectively be viewed he is under arrest, even if the person has not been told
so, is entitled to be informed ofhisrights to
remain silent, to have assistanceof a lawyet
prior to and during any interrogation, to
h v e a free attomey if he is financially unable to hire one, and, to terminate any such
intaroffation.However, deliberare or neg11gentviolations of these rights by poke do
not mean the pason's criminal prosecution
will be dismissed. Rather, the remedy for
such violations is merely to declare the use
11of the person's lncrlminatingstaremlegal and to preclude them from being used

against him by preventing rhek admisson
into the prosecution's evidence.
Inregard to the aboveertclmionatyrule,
two thneed to he d e d , F&t,
police do not have to inform arrested persons of their rights if no interrogationquestions will be asked. Second, if police do intend to ask interrogaaon questions and
intend to use the person's answets as evidence of guilt, they need to not only
make SUM the arrested person understands the rights, but also, they need to
prove the petson knowingly and intentionally gave the rights up.
21. What can a kMwledgaable
a t t v do for me immediately after
I'ue been arrested for D m ?
A lot! As a few examples, a bowl,
edgeable attorney can mist an m t e d
person in being released &om jail by arranging for or posting bond. A lawyer's
presence with you, either m person oron
the telephone, can also deter the police
from snten~anallyviolating your rights
and by preventing the police komnegligent vdations of them too. Here, it
should be noted that all persons arrested
for DWI who have taken the police
breath or blood test, and even a few who
have not, have a statutory and\or due
process constitntionalright ro a second
independent blood test by the= doctor
if performed within two hours of arrest.
Accordingly, a lawyer benefits the arrested person because he has a greater
chance of atranging for and coordinating such a blood test than does the person m jail for WVI.
As a final =ample, a lawyer can offer
advice as to whether or not it would he of
any benefit to answer questions, perform
exercises, or to make a statement explaming and proclaimmng your innocence whde
you are bemg videdaudio recorded by the
police.

22. If I refuse a chemical test or if I'm
h n d to have an alcohol cancenhabim af
.I0 m w e at the time of vehicle
aperation, can anythhg be done to
W e n t tny license fimn being

M?

Fist of all, youhave the right to what is
called an Adnunisuative License Revocation Hearing (we call them ALR hearing).
Afeer you ate arrested for DWI and either
refuse or fail chemical testmg, a peace officer ISrequired t~ give you written notice
that your driver's license will be suspended.
Afier the officer does that, you will have 15
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days from that date to request, in writing, a your license to a suspension, you can still
hearing from the Department of Public have it reinstated if you win your DWI case
Safecy (DPS) headquarters in Austin. Al- by being found "not guilty!'
ternatively if you fail to request a hearing,
you waive that right and your license will 23. W b is it important to request a
be suspended on the 40A day after receiv- hearing?
There are a number of good reasons to
ing notice.
request
an ALR hearing. First and foremost,
If the officer fails to ~ r o v i d eyou with
the
best
reason to request such a hearing is
notice of your license suspension, the DPS
will mail a notice to you, via certified mail, to attempt to save your driving privileges.
that your driver's license is subject to sus- Second, by requesting an ALRhearing, you
pension. This is important because instead force the State of Texas to prove the police
of the 15 days to file for a hearing from the officer that stopped and arrested you did so
date of your arrest, you now have 15 days with either reasonable suspicion or probable
from the date you receive the DPS notice. cause. By litigating these issues, you ensure
Notice is presumed to have been received that your rights are protected. Also, if the
five days after it is mailed, triggering the 15
day time limit to request a hearing. Accordingly, do not rely on receiving notice from
the Department to request a hearing or you
might end up waiving that right. This is also
a good time to c o n f m that the address on
your driver's license is correct with DPS,
because that is where the DPS will send the
notice. For notice by mail
your
driver's license address is your mailing address, even if it is the incorrect address. This
is because you have a duty to report address
changes to the DPS within30 days of moving. Accordingly, be sure to have your license address changed if you have moved
since obtaining your license.
When you make your request for an ALR
hearing, the suspension of your driver's license is stopped while you await the hearing. Furthermore, if you lose your hearing,
you also have the right to appeal. To a p
~ e a lyou
, must request the appeal within 30
daysafter the judgment becomes final. Othenvise, you waive the right to appeal and
your driver's license will be suspended on
the 40" day after the judgment becomes final. Again, while you are waiting for the
appeal to be heard, your driver's license suspension is stopped, but only for a period of
90 days. Your license will be suspended on
the 9 P day, even if your appeal has not been
ruled upon. Here, however, if you win your
appeal, then your suspension is lifted. State fails to prove that probable cause or
Whether your suspension can be t re vented reasonable suspicion,existed to stop or deis dependent upon whether you have been tain you, it might be prevented from re-liticonvicted of a n alcohol related offense gating the same issues in your subsequent
within the past 10 years, or whether your* criminal prosecution for DWI. This could
driver's license has been suspended in rela- result in a dismissal of the criminal charges
tion to a drug or alcohol related offense in against you.
In the ALR hearing there are two posthe past five years. If you fit into one of these
categories, your driver's license is suspended sible theories of prosecution that the State
on the 40" day after the final judgment dur- will argue. The first is that you refused to
ing the pendancy of your appeal. Again, take an alcohol breath-test and the second
however, the suspension is vacated if you is that you took such a test and failed it.
win your appeal. Lastly, if you ultimately lose The DPS must prove the following,depend~

~
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ing upon the facts of your case:
a) Suspension based on a refusal:
If you have refused to submit to chemical testing then our law requires the State
of Texas to prove the following at an ALR
hearing:
1) reasonable suspicion or probable ca'use existed to stop or arrest you;
2) probable cause existed to believe you operated a motor vehicle in a public place while intoxicated;
3 ) you were placed under arrest
and properly requested to submit to chemical testing; and
4) you refused the test upon proper
request of the officer.
b) Suspension based on a test failure:
The issues are slightly different if you
submit to and fail chemical testing. If you
fail, the DPS must prove the following two
issues:
1) that you had an alcohol concentration of .10 or more while operating
a motor vehicle in a public place and at the
time of testing; and
2) that there was probable cause
to arrest or reasonable suspicion to stop you.
Proof is generally submitted in the form
of the arresting officer's written affidavit, but
sometimes subpoenas are issued and the officer actually testifies. In either event, a
skilled and knowledgeable attorney is a necessity to ensure that your rights are protected.

24. If my driwer's license is suspended
because I refused a chemical test or
because I was convicted of DWI, then
what are the penalties for driwing while
the license is suspended?
This type offense, known in legal circles
as Driving While License Suspended
( D W S ) , is a misdemeanor and carries with
it the possibility of three days up to six
months incarceration and $100 to $500 fine
for each violation, unless it is enhanced to
a Class A misdemeanor. Then the penalties will increase.
Fortunately, if your driver's license is suspended you may apply for a n Occupational
Driver's License. To receive an Occupational Driver's License the law requires that
good cause be shown. Examples of "good
cause" under our law would be going to and
from work, taking children to and from
school, going to and from a religiousservice,
traveling to or from a grocery store, or traveling to or from a medical facility for treatment. This license allows you to drive during a 12 hour ~ e r i o d
per day. This privilege
is, however, subject to restrictions.

Note, however, you cannot be tssued an
Occupational License if you have already
had one m the last 10 years. Also, you might
be required to install an alcohol interlock
device on your car and fulfill some of the
same requirementsnecessary for probation.

proper request requires the ofhcer to not
only read a requ~redstatutoryscript, but also
to fum~shthe wrltten script to the arrestee
before the test request 1s made. Again, there
is no deemed consent for urmalysis testing.

29. Can a minor accused of DUI refuse
25. How long will a DWI arrest stay on to take the breath test?
my record and wiU it effect my
Yes, however, a minor's refusal to submit
automobile insurance rates?
ro a properly requested breath test wllI re"It depends" and "absolutely"! If a per- sult in the followmg penalnw
son receives a &a1 conviction for DWI it
1. suspenslon of your drwing privileges
wtll always remain on her record. Our ex- for not less than 120 days if this is your first
punction law does, however, allow for the arrest for an alcohol related drivlng offense.
desttuctton of arrest records if a number of If you were arrested but do not have a livery specific conditions are met. Unfortu- cense, the state will not issue one to you for
nately, the records relating to a drver's h- 120 days.
censesuspension orrwocatton are not suh2. a 240 day suspension of your driving
ject to expunction, even though the arrest prtvdeges dyour record reflects one or more
records may be expunged.
drug or alcohol related offense durlng the
In reference to Insurance rates, dyoure- five year per~odprecedmg your arrest.
ceive a DWI convictmn, the great ltkehhood is that your rnswnce rate w~llat least 30. What if a minor takes the breath
padmple.
test and it shows .10 at the time af
driving?
26. Are there different DWI laws for
Texas law states that if a minor has any
minors?
detectable amount of alcohol m his system,
Yes. Althaugh minors between the ages the mmor's drivmg privileges will be autoof 18 and 20 may be charged and prosecuted matically suspended for not less than 60
under the adult DWI laws, the laws for ml- days, even when the minor takes a breath
norsdiffer significantly than those for adults. test and the result shows an alcohol conThere, the issue is nof whether a minor centration less than .10 at the time of drivdrove while intoxicated, but ratha, a minor ing. Furthermore, if the test result wnfums
need only to have drtven while under the the presence of alcohol or any other drug in
influence of alcohol to be convicted (DUI). the minor's system, that widence will be
.The law states that a minor commits an of- used agaimt the minor a subsequent crimifense if he operates a motor vehicle in a nal prosecution for DWI or DUI.
publ~cplace whtle havmg any detectable
amount of alcohol in the minor's system. Fur- 31. Does a DWI or DUI conviction
themore, althoughTexas law prohbits the rrfect a minor's driving privileges?
prosecution and conviction of juveniles for
The Department of Public Safety will
manyoffenses, the legislature has madespe- automatically suspend the license of any
cia1 exceptions to prosecute juvenltff who minor convicted of an alcohol related drwdnnk alcohol and drive.
mg offense for one year. Furthermore, if the
Department can show that the minor is ad27. What is a minor for purposes of
d~etedto the use of alcohol, then the minor
DWI and DUI?
becomes meligible to keep or obtam a
A mmor is any person under twenty-one driver's license.
yeam of age. Thus, a minor is not necessar11y a juvenile. Persons between 18 and 20 32. Can a juvenile minor go to j d for
years of age may be classified as mmors, but an alcohol related driving affense?
may also be prosecuted as adulrs.
Yes. The ]wen~le]usticeCode classifies
firsf-offense DUI and other alcohol-related
28. Can police ask a &nor to take the
drwing offenses as deliiuent conduct inbreath tat?
dicaung a need for supervision. What this
Yes, the law here is the same as for an means is that a juvenile convicted of first
adult. Texas law deems that all persons who offense DUI can be placed on probation or
drive with a Texas hceme have already con- commuted to theTexas Youth Commission
d~tlonallyagreed, after berng arrested, to take for confinementand rehabilltation. Furthere~ther
a breath or blood test upon beingprop more, a mrnor above the age of 17 can be
erly requested to do so by a p o k e officer. A sentenced to up to 180 days jail on the third

conv~ctionfor DUUI or the fus~conviction
for DWI, Interestingly, however, a police
officer who charges a mtnor wtth DUI tsnot
requtred to take the minor into police cus.
tody, but may merely issue the mhor with s
c~tationand court summons.
33. What are the penakies fw DUI and
minors?
Generally speaking, the penalties for
Dttvmg Under the Influence of aleahol as a
minor, m additron to suspenslon of your
drwing prtvdeges, are as follows:
a) First Offense: Class C misdemeanor. If you are under age 18 the court
wtll requtTe your parent or guardian to be
present wlth you at every court appearance.
Furthermore, the parent or guardian can be
forced by the court to attend. Upon wnvlctton, a mmor may be fined, and w~llbe
requrred to complete a minimum of 20 and
a maximum of 40 hours communtty senrlce
related to educauon about or preventton of
muuse of alcohol. Addmonally, the mmor
w ~ lbe
l requued to attend an alcohol awareness program sponsored by the Texas Commiss~onon Alcohol and Drug Abuse w~thm
90 days. Furthermore, if the mlnor 1s under
age 18, the court may requne the mmor's
parent or guardian to attend the program
with the mnor. If the minor fails to complete the alcohol awareness course within
the 90 day period the court may impose an
addit~onallicense suspension up to SIX
months. For a first offense the mmor may
receive deferred adjudication, however, an
order of deferred adjudication for DUI is
considered a conv~ction.If the minor re.
ceives only one convlcnon for DUI (while
a minor), that convict~onmay be expunged
from his record after his 21' bmhdaY
b) Sewnd Offense: Everything for a
first-offense conv~ctionappltes to a second
conviction, with the following exceptions:
The minor will be requued to complete a
mmimum of 40 and a maximum of60 hours
community service related to education
about or prevention of misuse of alcohol.
Furthermore, a second or any subsequent
convictmn may not be expunged from your
record, however, the minor may still receive
deferred adjudication for a second offense.
C) Third Offense: Class B misdemeanor. For a third offense the minor will
still he required to complete between 40 and
60 hours of community semce, and deferred
adjudication is no longeran option. As with
the first two offenses the mmor wdl be requited to attend an alcohol awareness pmgram withm 90 days of the conv~ction,and
if the minor 1s under age 18 a parent or
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guardian will be required to attend both the
minor's court appearances and the alcohol
awareness program. If, on the other hand,
the minor is 18 years of age or older at the
time of his third offense, the penalty is much
higher. Specifically, the minor will receive
a fine ranging from $500 tn $2,000; confinement in jail for up to 180 days; or both
a fine and some jail time in addition to a
license suspension.

of a private patrol car for his use only, and
having his days off and work hours fixed,
receives an amount of additional compensation equal to his regular pay for court appearances, i.e., his salary doubles.

2. What do I do if the officer signals me
to stop by turning on his emergency lights!

111. O.K. What if I'm Stopped
For DWI? What Advice Do You
Have For Me As A Lawyer?
1. Think first, use common sense, and be
open minded!
First, don't drink alcohol or use drugs and
then drive! No one likes drunk drivers as
they are clearly %dangerto themselves and
others. No sane person would be happy to
be on the receiving end of a 3,500 pound
projectile being piloted by an intoxicated
person.
Second, recognize that police officers
perform a very difficult and dangerous job,
and that we all owe the good officers an
extreme debt of gratitude for their efforts.
However, it should be remembered that
police officers have a great deal of discretion in deciding to arrest a person. Here, it
is appropriate to note that experience has
proved, time and time again, that a person's
lack of manners and overt rudeness is the
quickest way to being handcuffed and placed
in the back seat of a patrol car. You should
also recognize that DWI, for purposes of an
officer making an arrest, is strictly his opinion that the crime has been committed. Like
all jobs that human beings perform, there
will be some officers that are better at it than
others. Accordingly,police are not only subject to making human mistakes, but also, to
unconscious psychological influences that
almost always gravitate toward guilt.
It must also be noted that police work is
very competitive, and as a result, officers like
to win their cases. Here, too, experience has
shown that more than a few officers have
misrepresented facts and told falsehoods to
win their cases. One should keep an open
mind as to the possibility of other motivations of the officer than simply that the'
driver was intoxicated in determining the
reason for a DWI arrest. For example, recent evidence has demonstrated that most
officers who make numerous traffic and
DWI arrests actually receive increased pay
as a result of their subsequent court appearances for those arrests. Indeed, in some cases
the officer, in addition to receiving benefits
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tween it and the policecar. Here, it must be
understood that the officer does not know
you or your intentions yet. This is an extremely critical time for him, as he will be
looking for a possible weapon you may have
or for any threat to his safety that you may
present. Recognizing the officer's initial apprehens'ion and the ease at which it may be
lessened, you can establish an initial positive contact with him, rather than a negative one.

4. Is there anything I should do before
getting out of my vehicle!
Yes, take your driver's license and proof
of insurance card out of your wallet and
bring them with you to give to the officer.
These two items will usually be the first
things he will ask to see. If you were to hand
your wallet to the officer, with the license
and insurance card in it, he would not take
it for fear of being accused of removing
money or something else of value. Accordingly, since he would then ask you to remove the License and insurance card from
it, you should do that before leaving your
vehicle. These actions will demonstrate your
cooperation and will lessen the officer's fear
factor as your hands will always be visible
to him. These actions will also show that
you have not lost the normal use of your
mental faculties, as the actions were both
reasonable and prudent.
5. If asked, should I admit to drinking an

Drive to the right lane as cautiously and
quickly as possible, and continue there until you can either safely park on the shoulder of the road or in a parking lot. Next,
take your vehicle out of gear, shut off the
engine and radio, and rum on your emergency flashers. Such quick and cautious actions on your part will indicate that your
normal mental faculties are not impaired.
In addition, if the officer just wants to pass
your vehicle, then your actions will allow
him to do that in a safe manner.

3. Having drawn the black bean by being
stopped, should I get out of the car!
Yes! However, attempt to keep your
hands visible and do not make quick movements. Do not place your hands in your
pockets. Exit your car and walk to the right
rear of your vehicle and wait for the offker.
Do not lean on your vehicle or stand be-

alcoholic beverage!
This is a tough question but the answer
is generally "yes". Since you will likely have
an odor of an alcoholic beverage on your
breath, it makes no sense to deny that you
have had a drink. In fact, with the odor of
an alcoholic beverage present and you making a denial, it is only human nature for the
officer to find that you are less than credible. This fact would then likely give rise to
the officer's suspicion that you are trying to
hide the fact that many drinks were consumed.

6. Do I admit to how many, where and
when! Is honesty the best policy!
It depends. Any admission more than
"two" will likely result in your artest. This
is especially true where the officer fails to
ask"when!" because, for example, four beers
is much different than four beers over eight
hours.
As to the second and third questions, it
is not whether you tell the truth or fudge
on the truth that is important. Rather, the
answer really lies in whether or not you tell

the truth or don't answer at all. In this regard, the truth has resulted in many nonintoxicated drivers being arrested, and has
subsequently cost them a small fortune for
bond, automobile towing, time off from
work and an attorney to prove their innocence.

7. If I'm not going to answer, what do I
do?
Keep in mind that both our Federal and
State Constitutions guarantee that you do
not have to incriminate yourself. Politely
ask the officer why he stopped you and if
you are presently under arrest. Under our
law aperson can he under arrest and yet not
be told so.
Where the officer indicates that you are
under arrest then you should immediately
inform him of your desire to have an attorney present for any further questions. Do
not refuse or agree to perform police field
sobriety exercises. Rather, tell the officer you
want advice from a lawyer to help you decide if you will refuse or agree to perform
them.
On the other hand, should the officer say
you are not under arrest, then a different
approach is in order. Politely ask: "Am I
going to be written a traffic ticket!" And if
so, "Will I be free to leave upon your
completion of it?" Where the officer says:
"Yes" to both questions, count your blessings, remain still and non-threatening. Be
courteous and only speak when spoken to;
:never volunteer information as that will
only serve to prolong your roadside stay.
Should he again ask about alcohol consumption, inform him of your choice not to answer any questions but those related to the
specific traffic offense -and, stick to your
right not to incriminate yourself.
Well, what about a scenario where the
officer says: "You're not under arrest, but
you can not leave". This is close to the typical DWI scenario. Here, the safe thing to
do is to inform the officer that you would
prefer not to answer a n y more questions and
would like to have a lawyer present. Be polite and not talkative! Doing this, you have
in effect "punted the ball" to the officer. He
must now choose to let you go or to prolong
his investigation. Again, if he lets you go,
count your blessings and drive safely. Where
he prolongs your roadside stay, he must be
careful not to violate your federal and state
constitutional rights to not be unreasonably
seized. The invocation of your rights to remain silent and to an attorney's presence
will make it more difficult for the officer to
avoid violating your constitutional right to

not be unreasonably seized.
To further explain, a police officer, absent any belief that criminal activity is afoot,
has a right to walk up to any person in a
public place and talk to them. However, the
person may simply walk away. Indeed, our
law is clear that the person's action in walking away cannot be used as evidence that
he is guilty of something, i.e., that the invocation of a constitutional right cannot be
equated to guilt. In such cases where the
officer, through use of his police status, either impliedly or expressly detains the person, he violates the individual's right not to
be unreasonably seized.
To lawfully justify a brief detention of a

person, the officer must have a specific and
articulate reasonablesuspicion that the person is presently involved in.crirninal activity. This justificationcannot be legally made
on the basis of a simple hunch or a gut feeling.'I'he detention must be narrowly limited in both its duration and scope so as to
allow the officer to maintain the status quo
so that he may dispel or affum his reasonable suspicions. If the officer waits too long
or unreasonably proceeds beyond the purpose for his initial detention, then he again
violates the person's constitutional right not
to be unreasonably seized.

Lastly, where the officer actually arrests
the person he must have a greater quantum
of evidence than merely a reasonable and
articulate suspicion. Indeed, he must have
what is constitutionally tenned "probable
cause" to believe a crime has occurred.
"Probable cause" has been defmed by our
courts as a measure of evidence that would
lead a reasonable person, based on that
person's experience and training, to believe
that a crime has occurred. This probable
cause measure requires a lesser quantum of
evidence than is required to convict a person of a crime (proof beyond a reasonable
doubt) or to win a civil lawsuit (preponderance of the evidence [i.e., 51%]).
In any situation where an officer "detains" a person on less evidence than "a reasonable and articulate suspicion" or "arrests"
a person on less evidence than "probable
cause", he violates that person's constitutional rights not to be unreasonably seized.
The remedy for this violation is to exclude
from the prosecution's case any and all evidence that was derived from the violation.
Accordingly, when you find yourself in
the typical DWI scenario (i.e., where you're
being detained for a DWI investigation but
you're not yet arrested) it is best to be polite, to invoke your rights to remain silent,
and to have an attorney present, to not accidentally incriminate or convict yourself,
and to let the officer do the best he can with
the evidence he can legally develop.
8. If I'm arrested and transported to the
police station, do I perform the sobriety
exercises before a video camera recorder,
submit to the Intoxilyzer test and answer
questions concerning drinking?
Maybe, never and maybe! First, however, immediately inform the officer, and all
officers thereafter, that you want to remain
silent until such time as you can contact an
attorney and have a private consultation
withhim as to anything and everything the
officer will ask you except for bail. Be careful to tell the officers that you are neither
refusing nor agreeing to cooperate with
them. Rather, tell them that your decision
to refuse or agree will be premised upon the
advice you receive from your lawyer.
Sometimes officers will say "you can't
have a lawyer yet". This often occurs at the
alcohol concentration test request and the
video exercise test request stage. The "you
can't have a lawyer" statement may or may
not be true depending on the circumstances
of your case. But, you will have no way of
verifying its truth until you speak to your
lawyer. Thus, the best thing to do is tore-
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matnphtebutfinn in yourrequeststo speak not havmg lost the normal use of hi mento an attorney.Simply put, do not take "no" tal facult~esis the fact that he simply won't
take the breath test. Here, we believe aperfor an answer.
When the police allow you the oppottu- son would have to be drunk to agree to take
nuy to use the telephone ~mmediiatelyuse a pohce test that IS so enmeshed in debate
it. Make a call to any attorney you know. If about its non reltability and inaccuracies
you don't know an attorney, ask to use the and where the police machine's own manuyellow or business pages to find one or ask facturer doesn't warrant it fit for any parto call the telephone company's directory t~cularpurpose includrng breath testing.
asststance number. A good place to start in Under such c~rcumstances,only a drunk,
the phone book might be under the listing insane, uneducated, or coerced person
for your local crnninal law bar assoc~ation, would submtt to a breath test where the
(e.g., the Hmis County Criminal Lawyers penalty for f a h e might result in 180 days
Association) or under the headmg "Board confinement, a $2,000 fme and a year's
Cernf~edCriminal Law Specialid'. Make dr~ver'slicense suspension, not to mentwn
the call even if you don't know or have a other social and automobile msmnce conlawyer, if your lawyer is beyond local d ~ s - sequences, as opposed to a poss~ble90-day
tance dialmg, or your arrest time is not suspension for test refusal. In other words,
during regular business hours of most law we would argue that, knowmg the above, a
person demonstrates no loss of his normal
offices.
Here, you should know that most law mental facultiesby r&mg the test, but does
offices answer thetr phone even after clos- so by agreeing to take it. Clearly, considerme" throueh use of an answering- service. ing all the consequences and facts noted, it
Many of these services canactually connect cannot be reasonableand prudent judgment
to take such anon-preserved test. Let us add
you directly to an attorney at his home.
Upon reaching an attorney on the tele- one other "believe it or not" fact here just
phone be sure to ask the officer for a chance for emphasis. Most police officers join in our
to speak w ~ t hthe lawyer in prcvate. Where opmmn and would not take the breath test
the pohce refuse to allow you privacy, they e~ther!
violate your right to an attorney. Absent
IV. Conclusion
giving you prwacy, the ~ o l t c eprovide you
with only a warm body to talk to on the
Every year thousands of our brother and
telephone. This is so because the lawyer, m sister Americans are killed and maimed in
order to maintain the attmnev-client privi- alcohol related automobile accidents. The
lege and to protect your right to remain si- financial costs of these accidents and of
lent, must tell younot to say anything. Here, other alcohol-related health problems to
it is axiomatic that a lawyer can only gwe society cost billions of dollars. Logically, the
you proper advice where you can first tell remedy is simqle, not only do we outlaw the
h i what has happened (i.e., he applies the act of drinking and driving, but also, we
law to the facts and he accordingly advises outlaw alcoholaltogether. However, our legislamre clearly lacks the courage to pass this
what to do).
Alwaysdo exactly what your lawyertells logicallaw.Nevertheless, from bath a n acayou to do nothing more and nothmg less. demic and historicalview,sucha law would
If he tells you to perform exercises before a probably be offensive to our respective novideo camera and/or to answer police ques- tions of a human being's inalienable right
tions concemingalcoholconsumption, then to freedom of choice. Accordiily, we are
compelled to live in a democratic society
do it
In regard to the tntoxilyzer breath test, if where the freedom to drink and drive is balyour lawyer tells you to srmpiy take it, we'd anced against a law which overrides that
recommend changmg Lawyers. It is, at least freedom at the point.where the individual
in the authors' opinion, wrong to adv~sea becomes intoxicated.
In a m e democraw everv citizen has a
wrson to take a test on a machine that is
&capable of being independently verified* moral responsibility to'respelt the life, libas accurate and reliable. It is eauallv
- . wronr!- e m, and ~ropertvof even other citizen. This
to advise a client to submit to such a test ought to be true especially for those among
where the police fail to preserve, and in ef- us who choose to d r i i and drive. Hopefect destroy the breath specimen they will fully, in the future, each of us will give due
ostensibly use to prove you guilty. Person- honor to our fellow citizens and our moral
responsibility by choosing not to do so. A
ally, we're not going to take a test that can't
conscious judgment to stay sober when drivbe rechecked to determine icS validity.
Arguably, the best indicator of a person ing is not only good citizenship, but also, a
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democratic blessing to and from our
neighbors.Our good citizenship and democratic blessings are equally appl~cableto the
exercise of another's freedom of choice to
drink and to thew invocation of urnstitunonal rtghts when they are seized by the
Government. Our present Republ~cbinherltance of the "presumption of mnocence"
to every cltlzen accused of any crime must
remain paramount amongst our thoughts.
true for the person charged
This 1sespec~all~
wtth DWI because the crlme 1s loosely defmed by another's opmion and 1s one that
requires no intent to commit. In a larger
sense, because we as Americans are a fair
people, we should always remember the
"presumption of innocence" m the DWI
case because the person arrested might
someday be you, So please use your common sense, remember your constitut~onal
rights and respect those of your netghbor,
support your pol~ce,don't drtnk and drive,
but if you do, don't drwe intoxicated. &

J. Gary Tnchterpractices
law in Houston. He is coauthor of the twovolume
treatise entitled Texas
Drunk Dnving Law, and
the author of numerous
journal articles. Gary is
chair of the Drunk Drivinn
Committee of TCDLA, a& sits on the ~ o a r d
of Regents for the National College for DUl
Defme.
Christian Samuelson n a
1997 graduate of South
Texas College of Law,
where he won national
honors in the South Tern
aduoulcy program. He is
an Associate wiah
Trichter CYDe La Grma
as a Trwtee to the
in HOLLFm,and
Housm Yomg Lawyers Foundation.

- .

Jason
D. Cassel
graduated from Xouth
Tern College of Law in
May. H e i s a h C k r k
with Trichter @ De I
G m m Houston.
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346 U.S. 855 (1953)(giving client advice
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to throw the gun in the rtver held to make
lawyer accessory to the crime).

I

Some Self Protection

Not only is a important to counsel c11ents to avoid wiminal conduct, it may be
vital to insure that cltents do not h r e emAn NACDL delegation Led by J u h ployees, retain agents, etc. who have a hisThe National Association of Crim~nal
Defense Lawyers has succeeded in enhanc- Bond recently traveled to Strasbourg, row of -fig in criminal conduct. The
ing the stature of uimmal defense lawyers France, to q e adoption of a resolutionby Legislature recentlymade it easier to do tha.t.
as a "player" at the national Level and in rhe European Parliment which would furraisins the quality of member services and ther the goal d a b o l i d h g the death pen- Criminal History infollllittiOn
, the
accomplishments to new heights. Our leg- a b worldwide and, in p ~ i c u l a r in
ow any
k enatled to obtain from
islative program has earned newfound re- United States. The proposal invlm Euro- th, Deparrment of Public Safecy criminal
spect within Congress and the h e J grow- pean companies which are considering lo- history informanon from a court of record
ing out of proven strength from powerful caring a manuf=Nins p k t or making a from a public judiclal
that remalition partners and well-reasoned posi- major capital investmeat in America to give lates to the convlctlon of a person for any
Wthosestatestha.tdon&ve capi- criminal offense or a grant of deferred d j u tions. Our public &is activities are now P ~ Oto
proactive - putting NACDEs leadership td punishment.
dication to a person charged with a felony
and perspective in major national publiiaoffense. TEX. GOVT. CODE ANN.
We're pushing for federalgrandj u r re~
tions, syndicated columns, and TV and ra8411.135. This statute allows private indlarising from the wwidespread
scmtinY viduals to make an easy statewide cnmrnal
dio talk shows,
by the media and the American publlc of histq check. previously it was necessary
Hereare just a few recenteffortsimpact- WhtewaterLewrnkv proceedings in the to do a counry by county search for crimination's capital. We seek to allow w1me45' rial history
ing what each of us does lawyers to accompany them into the grand
There are many 0 t h criminai laws tn
juryroom,
and arequ~fementbt~rosecu-addition to hose described in this article
We've spearheaded efforts against DOJ
attempts to exempt federal prosecutors tors gresent ewulpafory evidence to the that may
to the consuuction indusfrom stakethics &, modeled after ABA grand j u ~ ym order to provide fairness and my.It is therefore wiseta becaunousin your
Rule 4.2, ~rohibitingd i i c t contacts with balance in determining w h e k to indict. advlce to c i i and
~ to caution your diany party already represented by counsel.
ents to be fair and fotthnght m their dealWe've takenDOJ to court and won! Our ings with ,,hers.&
When W J tried to skirt recent adverse
court decisionsbyseeking approvalfrom the FOIA suit for release.of documents related
Gnfqence of StateChiefJustices,NACDL to FBI Lab misconduct has uncovered close
mobilized overnight to get that august body to 50,000 pages, containing some highly
Robert N. Udashen is a
d d m g reports and memos. Potentially
to postpane any rush to judgment.
pamerinthe&fim
thDusands of prosecution8 from as fat back
of Milner, Lobel,
We'reproposingmodell@ktion topre. as 1982 may hang in the balance.
Goranson, Sorrels,
serve confidential commuoications beUdashen @ W&. He is
Ebforts in the month ahead will be intweenpatentsandd3dren.eoprotectthem
Board
Certified In
from having to testify about each other, as creasingly aggressive yetresp~nsIble- but
Criminal
Law, and
MarciaLewis was forced to do regarding her an the more with you7 suppDTt dun without id
h
a
n
h
state
and fed&
daughter, former White House intern If you're not beady a member of NACDL
criminal
trials
and
appeals.
Mr.
Udashen
waf
and receiving The Champion magazine, ofMonica Lewinsky.
f
m
d
y
with
the
St4ffCounsel
for
Inmates
at
fering timely cnminal defense news, analythe
Texas
Depamnent
ofCmections.
We were mtrumental in the enactment sis and commentary, and litigationupdates,
by Congress of the "HHyde Amendment" to then caU (202) 8728600 and join todny!
End Note
ksrM15 comprehensive Appropriatiofl~
b'd Also, take moment to experience our in1 lt should be kept in m,nd that this
whichcalls brre.imbutsement of atrorneys' vaLuableWebaiteatwww.nimiF*1Ijw~..
conduct can have much more seriYou can sign up online.
fees for wrongiidy charged individuals.
om consequences in a federal prosecution.

-Publications For Sale
TCDLA Publications
TCDLA State Fonns Diskette
IBM - WordPerfect 5.1, 3.5"
IBM - Word 97. 3.5"
Mac - ~ o r d ~ e l f e2.0,
c t 3.5"
Search Easy Diskettes of Rusty Duncan

Price

TCDLA members

a

non - rnernbers

TCDLA Rusty Duncan A&anced Cn'rninai Law Sholt Course, June 19%
TCDLA CTOSS-btamlnatlonManual, March 1996

$25
$50

$125
$25 Sale

a

TCDLA Vl/inning CrirnW Trials, 1998

Q

TCDLA Defending Ullid Abuse Cases Seminar Materials, March 1997
TCDLA The Changbg PiclW of Habeas Corpus Law and Procedures, 1997 $40

TCDLA Defending Child Abuse Forms
l0M Word 97, 3.5"
Mac - WordPerfect 2.0, 3.5"

-

a

C;) Voice for the Defense -

TCDLA members
rum members

-

I yr. nonmember subscription

$75

CDLP Publications
0 CDLP

I998 Capital Murder Manual (by Sfeven Losch)
Of court appointed)
CDLP Capltal Murder Course Matetials (supply limited)

a
aCDLP, Od 9 7 Foremics and Habeas Skills Course

CDLP Skills Course Books

a El Paso, Jan '97
a College Apnl '97

$25

aWaCa, July '97

$25

Q R Worth, Sept. '97

$75

$25

C;) Houston, Aug. '97

$25

Q San Antonio, Oct '97

$75

Statlon
C;) Longview, May '97

$25

Please add an additional $7.50 69.00 for the Rusty Duncan Course Book) per order to defray shipping costs.
An materials will be mailed first class unless otherwise specified; wernigtrt charges extra.
0Arnerican Express

Name

QWsa

QMaster Card

Address
Sub Total
City, State, Zip

Shipping

Phone

Sales Tax (add 8.25%

Card

#

Name on Card
Authorized Signature

Exp. Date

Total
I

TCDlA & CDLP
600 West 13th S t
Auan, TX 78701

512/47&25514
f& 5 12/469-9107

Texas Criminal Defense Lawyers Association
Membership Application
(Pleasepnnf or type)
0 Renewal Application
State whether new cert@cate is desired 0 Yes 0 No

me of the best legal minds

3 New Member Application

Mr.-

M

s

. MIS.-

Name
Law Firm
Mailing Address
zipP
City
State
relephone (__3
Fax No.
E-Mail address
County
Bar Card Number
Bar Card Date: Month
Year
Date of Birth:
Are you currently a member of NACDL? 0 Yes 0No

. . . .I this state already belong to the Texas
Criminal Defense Lawyers Association. W
believe we have now the best Criminal Dt- '
Bas in the United States. We maintain that
of excellence by continuously seeking out ne'
minds, new energies. Therefore we want YnrT
if your legal and personal philosophies are
patible with our purposes and objectives:

Please check correct category:
Regular member licensed to prachce:
3 2 years or less, or new member of TCDLA - $ 7 5
0 Student - $20
3 more than 2 years - $150
0Sustaining $200
3 Voluntary sustaining - $300
0 Public Defender - $50
3 Affiliate - $50
3 Members in the firm of a sustaining or charter member - $50
Certified Criminal Law Specialist
0 Yes
0No

-

Have you ever been disbarred or disciplined by any bar
association, or are you the subject of disciplinary action
now pending? 0Yes
0 No
Date

Signature of Applicant

[ hereby apply for memhershrp m the Texas Cnmiual Defense
as my annual memLawyers Association and enclose $
~ersh~p
dues for the year
, Of the dues amount, $36 ($19 if
i Student Member) IS for an annual subscription to the Vom for
he Defense and, $39 of regular dues is for TCDLA lobbymg.

Endorsement
I, a current member of TCDLA, believe this applicant to
be a person of professional competency, integnty, and
good moral character. The applicant 1s actively engaged in
the defense of criminal cases.
Date

Signature of Member

Print or type Member's Name
d
Mail to: Texas Criminal Defense Lawyers Association
Am: Membership Department
600 West 13th Street
Austin, Texas 78701
(512) 478-2514 FAX. (512) 469-9107
Amount Enclosed $
0 Amex
0 Visa
Card Number:
Expiration Date:
Name on Card:
Authorized Signature:

0Mastercard

0Discover

.
.

To provide an appropriate state organization
representing those lawyers who are actively
engaged in the defense of criminal cases.
To protect and insure by rule of law those individual rights guaranteed by the Texas and
Federal Constitutions in criminal cases.
To resist proposed legislation or rules which
would curtail such rights and to promote sound
altqnatives.
To promote educational activities to improve
the skills and knowledge of lawyers engaged in
the defense of criminal cases.
To improve the judicial system and to urge the
sel~%tionand appointment to the bench of wellqualified and experienced lawyers.
To improve the correctional system and to seek
more effective rehabilitation opporlunities for
those convicted of crimes.
To promote constant improvement in the
administrdtion of criminal justice.

Advantages for TCDLA Members
The Voice for the Defense magazine
The "Signifrcant Decisions Report" of important cases decided by the Texas Court of
Crimrnal Appeals and Fcdcral Courts.
TCDLA Membership Directory-referrals to
and from criminal defense lawyers in over 100
Texas c~ties.
Outstanding educational programs-featuring
recognrzed experls on practical aspects of
defense cases.
Availability of Lawyers Assistance Commillee,
a ready sourcc of information and assistanc~
to
members, and the h c u s Curiae Committee.
Organizational voice through which criminal
defensc lawycrs can formulate andexpress
theii pos~tionon legislation, court reform,
important defense cases through Amicus
Curiac activily.
Discounts for publications of interest to crimi-

